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1 Jan 45 
 

Have sent my old notes – 6 June – 31 Dec.  44 – by Alec.  An awful sweat jotting down odds and 
ends in these conditions yet I would like to keep it up it serve as an Aide Memoir for years to 
come.  Appendix shows the various HQs etc. 
 
Saw in the new year at HERENT (Nr LOUVAIN) in a collaborators house in bed, WE HAD 1 
bot. champagne between the 9 of us for the toasts – thence – to one another, to the Reg (iment), 
and to success and peace. 
 
Reveille 0500. On the road again.  The  RHQ column is shot  up by?  ME 109, a few miles south 
of LOUVAIN. No casualties, 80’ spacing saved us.  I go ahead with Loan in Jeep and do the 80 
miles trip to the new HQ in 3 hrs including ½ hr to get thru NAMUR.  Arrive AGIMONT near 
GIVET.  Take over the Chateau d’Aginmont which is just in Belgium and was the seat of the 
exiled Comte de Paris pretender to the throne of France.  369 and 370 in defense of GIVET in 
France.  Third  up at DINANT.  Wonderful scenery down the valley of the Meuse, in summer it 
must be beautiful.  This chateau is an amazing place, looks like the advert for Gibbs dentifrice, 
perched high on a rock.  The old 
  

2. 
 

ruined keep remains, wall 10 – 15 ft. thick.  The new chateau is splendid in a small way.  Breath 
taking view from its terrace.  Library still furnished and all the books there complete.  Books 
would merit a browse if I had time – a series of huge 3’x7’x8” volumes of portraits of the 
Orleans and Bourbon families, presentation first editions and gifts from the authors.  A few 
portraits of the Orleans family still in the passage upstairs, otherwise all the furniture, carpets, 
pictures, hangings, etc. taken away by the S.S.   This was the S.S. HQ and the library (now COs 
office) was the office of the local Gestapo chief.  The concierge remains.  Get the central heating 
and lighting plant working after 4 days of freezing cold.  Heavy snow 2 days.  Roads frozen, 
impossible for M/Cs (motor cycles) and bad for anything. 
 
When we arrived to go this job Rumstead had reached Rocheford and infantry FDLs (Forward 
Defended Localities) were among 370 Battery gun positions on East of River Meuse.  
 

3. 
 

Airbourne also in infantry LOC (Lines of Communication?).  After 3 days position improved.  
Airbourne and US attacks have nibbled a piece off the western tip of the enemy salient and other 
counter attacks are being prepared.   Visit the Americans.  Great fellows – unconcerned and 
steady.  The US First Army certainly did a great job in defence.  Lost best part of a company but 
no route.   Extricated  31/2 million gallons of petrol which Rumstead was depending upon 
getting.  Sincerely hope we keep them back here as this p???ishing palace would be a first rate 
artillery target.  Also Luftwaffe target-- the other LHA—RHQ (royal headquarters) – in the 
Brigade were attacked on 2 Jan. and their place bombed to a heap.  Sgt SC killed and lot of 
wounded. 
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S.O. and O.O. go off on leave.  I have Dobins the LO (Liaison Officer) and Simpster to do their 
jobs.  On top of that the CO goes down with flu.  Hope to God we don’t move whilst I’m like 
this. 
 

4. 
 

Boche still using American uniforms and equipment in a big way.  E.G. a few men disguised as 
Yanks in Jeeps and with the news of a German breakthrough followed in a few minutes by a 
column of Germans presumably in full retreat followed by Panzers. Great confusion ensues.  Or 
a few American type trucks tag on to a US column on the road  and who they deploy follow them 
into positions,  quickly shoot up men and blow up guns and suitable moment during the 
confusion of deployment and away. 
 
Stories of shooting of 130+ of POW confirmed in Int Summaries.  15 got away. 
 
Sun comes and after lunch, snow thawing and great lumps of it fall off of the castle and trees. 
Sky blue and mustangs appear – I hope they stay mustangs.  If it freezes again tonight roads will 
be frightful.   5 Jan. 
 
 28 degrees of frost last night.  Thaws at midday and freezes again tonight.  The roof of 
my room pours a deluge of icy water – desk, papers etc. under  
 

5. 
 

one stream and bed under the other.  Confess I smile cynically when I read a letter from Doris 
complaining she is dying of cold in the shop and that the war news isn’t so hot is it.  How 
detached everyone is from this business unless one is in it or very sensitive and imaginative of 
war conditions.  I’m not grumbling, everything is being dried and I’ll have an army bed -- many 
not a quarter as lucky. 
 
 CO’s temperature is down but he is convinced he’s very ill.   Second in Command (2/C) 
looks at papers and signs on the dotted line without understanding anything.  Only instruction 
that creates any interest as usual is one about collecting wines and spirits.  As CO is in bed 
everyone behaves like a school boy and are late for breakfast – have a few pointed remarks to 
make.  100 Brigade won’t let go of us. The men are under 106 for all purpose.  Reams of bumph 
(slang for useless paperwork)   arrive and every return etc from 106 is duplicated by the 100 
Brigade paper factory.  Get the HAA (Heavy Anti-Aircraft) moved is AGRA (?) and relief in. 
Coming a 
 

6. 
 
source of anxiety having no SO.  Old Roger wrestling with IO job is a menace. 
 
Epiphany—7 Jan—read lesson Mat 2 
the story of the 3 wise men.  Had an hour in the library last night—Mignon would be in her 
element here—great presentation volumes on French History, Chateaux of France, Cathedrals of 
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France.  All dedicated “respectful homage” to the Comte de Paris.  I find some on ships very fine 
and easy to read.  Portraits of all the great families of France many with notes 
“Guillotined__date”. Plans of the chateau.  Seven Pillars of Wisdom in French.  Very old 
parchments and books rebound with consummate craftsmanship.  Record of German atrocities in 
last war.  Fail to find a Rabelais. 
 
10 Jan—CO behaving like a professional invalid—getting up at 1100 and being petulant and 
unreasonable like some cross grained old spinster.  He knows it though and would be the first to 
admit it. 
 
 The American Col Bell of 11 US Repl Unit—great fellow.  Fixed for me to send cash to 
the family in Paris who are starving by special courier. 
 

7. 
 

Paper continues unabated – 2 Brigades flinging at me.  Also have sound of  …             fire.  Lost 
… cinema ENSA signals and God knows what on.  11 Jan. 
 
OO called a BD - at last the  Sanatorium.  atmosphere of this château is shattered and every one 
who has been doing sweet RA for a week dashes in all directions in a sincere attempt to promote 
a ‘flap’.   One good feature – if it’s a move I’ll have a breather in all this admin bumph,  apart 
from the  actual orders moves are quiet times for me.  Snow and heavy frosts at night.  Yesterday 
several hundred heavies went over leaving beautiful contrails - the blue sky of frozen vapours.  
Enemy pulling back opposite us so I guess we have a move as soon as it looks comfortable.  US 
Courier ambushed and killed and his dispatches taken E of river by a German patrol. 
 
 We move tomorrow up to DINANT.  Spend an hour in the library, would very much like 
to take one of the magnificent books as a souvenir but they are practically all inscribed and in 
very costly bindings.  Stealing or looting would fit the act.  One must respect property. 
 

8. 
 

22 degrees of frost at 1600 hrs yesterday (11 Jan).  Radiators freeze immediately.  Even those 
with anti-freeze have to be started at intervals entire day and night.  Can’t touch the guns or 
anything steel. Ones hands stick to it such intense cold.  Snow all this morning. 
 
 27 degrees of frost 0630 13 Jan.  The sky clears during morning and the Luftwaffe 
appears in ones and twos.  Terrific bursts of cannon fire fetch us all out of the Chateau – Still 
slightly misty and all we see are contrails and occasional glimpses of ME109s.  A column 
leaving GIVET gets it .   2 killed and 8 injured.  Padre is called for to bury them,  nearest 
Military cemetery is at CINET, so we decide to keep them until tomorrow as the Americans, who 
loaned the blankets to sew up the bodies refuse to let them go as they say they have to account 
for every one!  So there’s red tape in the US Army too. 
 
   Occasional planes during afternoon but little shooting possible – our patrol coming over 
now.  An ENSA (entertainment troupe) party arrives – 2 bits of girls and 1 pasty little twirp of a 
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man.  Grave doubts about being able to put on its show as the man’s nose is bleeding but in the 
end the  
 

9. 
 

theatrical tradition prevails and “on with the show”.  Get the US Theater in GIVET for them and 
200 audience.  This is the second ENSA we have had since we landed.  The other was at 
THURY HARCOURT.  Also have a mobile cinema in the village, 3 shows a day for 3 days – the 
biggest thing that has happened to AGIMONT since the Germans came in ‘40.  We get about 
100 soldiers and 200 civilians at each show – all the children go 3 times a day, 10 yr olds 
smoking cigarettes laugh at every suggestive bit of acting, precocious and unwholesome little 
brats. 
 
 We still haven’t moved – someone has changed his mind it seems. 
 
 The   salient is rapidly going back now, no pocketing though.  This foul weather has 
enabled Rumdstedt to withdraw his SS and this without being molested.  So they live to fight 
another day. 
 
 Have 3 American Cols and a major up to the Chateau for a drink and a meal.  Great 
discussion on war, prewar and post war problems lasts until past midnight when I, as the 
remaining sober member, turn out to drive them back in the snow and dark. Great  

10. 
 

chaps all of them.  I swap some Gold Block for American baccy.  They invite us up to their place 
for lunch (12 .00 of all times) today marvelous food – steaks – but no waiting at table or frills, 
even the CO has to line up with his plate. 
 
 Story published of SS who round up all the men and boys of a village across the river and 
shot all who couldn’t prove on the spot that they weren’t communists.   Our troops are marched 
past the bodies of 25 of them to see for themselves what our enemies are capable of doing.  
Remarks unprintable.  The Americans publish many of these proved atrocities in their news 
sheets. The full story of the shooting of the 130 American POW is given. 
 
 Am put up again today (14 Jan) for Periodical award of M.B.E.  CO writes citation after 
suggesting I do it myself!  Quite useless I imagine, same as last time, MBEs are rare. 
 

11. 
 

Several NCOs and men have been stopped from going on leave to UK because of venereal 
disease (or suspected).  Of 20 who came in the other day for exam before going on leave 18 
admitted intercourse in Brussels and elsewhere, 4 were suspect VD and 3 had been with the same 
woman in the same night. Great performance finding out who she was, we send up description of 
them, their homes, jewelry they wear etc., and last month 80 of these infected prostitutes were 
rounded up in Brussels as a result. 
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  The SS in MARCOURT – on 5 Jan they took 5 young women, stripped and raped 
them, and drove them from billet to billet repeating the performance through the village.  Facts 
all verified by U.S. authorities. 
 
 Find a whole collection of original water colours dedicated and presented to the Comte de 
Paris. All of ships.  Very tempted to take them. 
 
 16 Jan – another warning order to move.  Everything seems to be settled here, 
presumably we leave it to the Americans here and they will throw us in somewhere else.  The 
new push over the Meuse At MAESEYCK or ROERMOND   looks likely to me.  113 again – 
why don’t 123 have a forward job for a  

 
12. 

 
change--they have been sitting back at DEVRNE for months. 
 

 As I thought – Maeseyck.   RECCE (reconnaissance) parties off.  We are to defend bridge 
when it is built.  REs (Royal Engineers) commenced building today but have been forced to stop 
by shelling.  We are told to put 1 Battery plus a HAA (heavy anti-aircraft) TP (troop) across the 
river as soon as possible!  Over 100 miles move on icy rds – we seem to go up and down the 
whole dammed western front. 
 

 The Chateau seems cold and miserable now that we have packed.  The Burgomaster 
comes up to fix requisitioning, etc. – a labour in dog French.  He has the most frightful 
stories of the retreating enemy across the river.  NO movement orders yet – middle of the 
night again I suppose. 
 
 Am just in bed -- 0030 hrs – the Brigade DR (Despatch Rider) arrives.  Great bellyaching 
(appears to be “ballaching”) message about move, to stage right on the road.   Complicated 
timings.  Wake second in command but he fails to grasp it and asks what time he is to start.  
At 0130 I have the move orders done for all Batteries, attached HAA, REME (Corp of Royal 
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers), RASC(Royal Army Service Corp), etc.  Have had 
DRs sleeping here from all Sub units! As I was sure this would happen,    

 
13. 

 
light failed all night when needed most.  Get them away—all in Jeeps because of bad rds—and go 
back to bed at 0150.  At 0200 Bell the LO from Brigade arrives with the orders for the move from 
staging area the following day!  
 
Fix 0430 reveille and finally get 1 ¼ hrs. sleep.  Off with Loan, driving my jeep myself.  No chains 
because of long trip and tyres.  Second regiment and HAA (heavy anti-aircraft)  all off in order in 
dark and then proceed to pass them all-- arrive harbour area 1300 and dash for only village for 
access RHQ (Royal Headquarters).  Have just secured the local dance hall for the troops when a 
dear old lady descends on me and pours out voluble Flemish then French.  She is a fervent ally—
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gives us 3 chambres and use of her dining room and kitchen for the officers.  Get cookhouse for 
RHQ men and we get stoves lit and a promise of  
  

14. 
 
repayment of coal.  RHQ are frozen at 1500—quickly offload bare essentials, blankets and a little 
cooking gear.  Hot meal by 1700.  The old dear and her sister get out a pre war bottle of Champagne 
and one of Bordeaux.  I have no LO (Liaison Officer) so have to try my hand at the language. 
 
6 inches of snow in the night.  Egg for breakfast at 0630 and away before RHQ  at 0730.  Again 
see regiment underway, pass them, and arrive MAESEYCK 1000.  Pass at least a dozen ditched 
vehicles—roads packed snow and ice.  No bridge built yet for us to defend.  Boche are 2 miles 
away and resisting our push—bringing up tks to help them.  Some shelling, mostly ours.  We 
deploy our Heavies and 2 batteries of Light but Third  will have to wait until they can cross.  
Curfew 1700 hours—reason Boche patrols come into the town and   

 
15. 

 
have a habit of removing odd stray birds in the dark. 
 
REs (Royal Corp of Engineers) working like mad on the bridge.  The strip between the Meause 
and the Juliana Canal now close so I guess we shall also defend the bridge to be built over the 
canal further east.   
 
Draw for Feb. leave—no luck.  Spend hours organising everyone else’s darned leave, quite a job.  
At present rate of allocations it will take more than 4 months to get through the personnel who 
came over in June 44. 
 
22 January  1400  Bridge finished and first over are a few commandos in Armoured cars, TCVs 
and Jeeps followed by Third  Battery.  “Enemy Ahead” notices put up. 
 
23 January  Put nearly every café in the town out of bounds.  VD rife, also selling wood alcohol 
or some filth made in illicit stills.  Several men blind as a result of getting drunk on it. Third open 
fire on a Jeep which dashes through market place—Boche in US uniforms? 
A Churchill and a Cromwell knocked out on other side of bridge full of bodies which 11 armoured 
refuse to bother with.  They are still 
 

16. 
 
another proved atrocity.  On 18 Dec. the Engineers Patrol of 1 SS RECCE (Reconnaissance) of 1 
SS Panzer Div at PARFONDRUY near STANELOT took 18 men and 2 women into a barn, shot 
them and burned the barn.  2 middle aged women killed with knives and one with rifle butt.  2 
boys 6 years old shot in forehead one boy 15 years old and one girl 15 years old shot in the back 
in a foxhole.  Verified by bodies, others civilians and SS POW who freely admitted the deeds and 
signed confessions, showing no concern. 
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      At the bridge all is quiet but heavy shelling East.  A few shells of very heavy  caliber 
drop in  A Troop.  The Americans have come up and are now building one of their permanent 
bridges next to ours.  Our  AA  (anti-aircraft) stays to protect both us and the yanks. 
 
 Notice with surprise an ENSA coach in the market place—they are up quickly.  Notice 2 
very pretty girls.  This evening I heard they ran over a mine on the rd merge towards Seitant(?) 
and blew up—1 girl killed and some men.  The first ENSA casualty? 
  

Amazing to reflect that 150,000 enemy troops still hold out in Channel Islands, Dunkirk, 
LaRochelle, Lorrient (?) etc. 
 
Get a bath at last at the convent 

17. 
 
Disconcerted by Nuns padding around during performance.  Was first bath for 14 days.  
Problem of men—traveling in open 3 ton lorries in this weather to have hot baths. 
 
 Terrific shelling by US and SA from on the other side of the  bridge during the night.  
Heavy snow and 27 degrees of frost last night.  Local people tell us this weather is most 
unusual—not as a rule as cold and snow for a month is almost unheard of –it would be. 
 
 Hear my last years note book got home safely.  Encouraged to continue this. 
 
31 Jan--It thawed last night after a month of frost and snow. 
 
Bets in the mess on dates of end of war.  Russia seems to be rolling up its eastern front like a 
carpet.  320 DIVs used—makes one think when we have to disband 2 Divs to make up rfts(?) 
and have disbanded a Corps since D Day. 
 
2 flying bombs crash 1 ½ miles from here and fairly shake the place. 
 
1 Feb.  Warning orders to move.  I thought we were becoming too comfortable.  A constant 
headache these days is drivers and essential personnel away on leave in UK and on short leave 
making the actual move difficult and the picking up to new locations complicated.  I go off 
with Loan to look at new job.  On way back we are  
 

18. 
 
diverted by CMP and get within 2 miles of ROERMOND (in enemy hands) before we are 
diverted all the way back again—do 30 Kms unnecessarily, and fail to find the original CMP  
who put us wrong.  Snow all gone and masses of mud. 
 

2 Courts Martial, lectures at Regiment School, drawings in chalk of German uniforms, 
Honours and awards, War Diary etc.—the first of its month is a big day now. 

 
Road disappearing through thaw. 
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 Light fails and up till 0200 fixing move office again to WEERT, pouring with rain, Sunday, 
roads collapsing mud and depression.  Load RHQ, nice house for officers’ mess and I have a house 
to myself.  Self in drawing room as OO, SO and SO2 in child’s room or front room.  I sleep on 
next floor on a real bed and Loan in the attic---fine domestic arrangements.  This is the first time 
(in Feb.) that I have used a bed or been in civilian billets since D Day.  My collection of chocolate 
comes in useful.  There are 2 small children in the family  They speak only Dutch and German but 
Loan seems to manage.  I have sheets and eiderdown and all my washing done by signs (and soap!)  

 
19. 

 
Great talk of direct  ground shooting with Bofers in support river crossings, etc.  Make 
arrangements for special tr... and ….. 
 
This is very comfortable –we are certain to move.  Where will the next attack be?  We are in it I 
know. 
 
6 Feb.  CO and I get this germ.  He is off on leave tomorrow and 2nd in command  in bed with a 
cold.  CO has the laugh. 
 
2 Boch night fighters shoot down 2 of our 1000 Lancasters  which pass over WEERT.  
 
8 Feb. 2nd in command reverts to type immediately CO has gone--talks interminable …. in a 
drawling voice, becomes Napoleonic, ignores all paper as it is beyond his comprehension, sets 
everyone to work on his own personal matters, caravan, LO (Liaison Officer) shopping appears at 
0930.  Review our tent, heating and lighting arrangements—can’t depend on accrs …..next few 
moves I feel. 
 
2nd in Command  drunk before dinner, can hardly eat his food.  Orders OO to pack his kit and get 
the maps out.  OO not been told anything yet.  Rings for Maj. J. to visit him in the mess.  I cancel 
all his orders and waylay Maj. J. en route to get the forms.  This is going to be a wonderful party.  
Napoleonic told BM (brigade major) and going to tell Brigadier that he refuses to leave RHQ 
(royal headquarters) at WEERT for one day. GOs (general orders) for 3rd battery?  REs (royal 
engineers) have ordained not ordered.  Brig has conceived etc. though he hasn’t seen him!)  
Sending OO off to recce (reconnaissance) but no secy party.  Company being deployed on East 
bank against my advice because of future move. 
 
9 February.  Second in command late for BM get up 0900 has the deploy of 369th all balled up 
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20. 
 
 and can’t remember very little of his flowing plans of last night. 
 
9 February.  I have early dinner because of ...job and he is sober—at 2050 drunk again.  Maj. 
Jobling returns from recce having found nothing for harbour accn and give him house OO found 
for RHQ. 
 
He has also given a lot of orders to RATC (royal army [possibly] transit or transport corps) direct 
about cups (?) which cancels all I have had done.  No timings yet for 3rd they will come in the 
night as usual I guess.  Times come 2100.  OGP all fixed.  Postponed 2300—all changed. 
 
 
10 Feb. 2nd in command doesn’t yet know its postponed, doesn’t appear for breakfast whilst CO is 
away.  Problem of getting guns and especially Radar out of the mud. Fix up for a sign of tanks to 
help us but we need 3 hours from cease fire to S.T. (?) 
 
The attack down from NIJMERAN between the MEUSE, RHINE has started.  After the air attack 
1300 guns had a do and by midday (several hours later)* although 4 GHQ artillery GPs had been 
identified from POW there had been no considerable reply from Boche, he was apparently stunned 
by the weight.  We are now in the new extensions to the Siegfried line which he has been so busily 
building since I was last up at NIJ. We should be in it any time now—brigades will be   …..The 
weather and roads are frightful yet in spite of it all the troops were out there forming up and 
supports on time for the attack. 
 
I came back to HQ at 1630 10 Feb. and find a message from 
 
*his parenthesis 

21. 
 
the WO (warrant officer) at the bottom of the heap of papers saying Dad is dangerously ill and 
Mother seriously ill. Graded 2C which means no leave granted as Mignon is at home.  Feel helpless 
and thwarted and can’t do anything about it.  Hadn’t had a letter from home for 6 days and was 
vaguely worried.  Poor Mignon by herself she will be out of her mind.  The responsibility is too 
much for the kid though she’s 23 now and must do all she can I know.  I have had scores of these 
messages for the men and have told them dispassionately but sympathetically that 2C means no 
leave as someone is at home—now I have it to experience.  Surely there can’t be anything seriously 
wrong with Dad’s heart.  If I don’t get compassionate leave I shall swap an officers priv leave.  
Send a telegram off to Mignon--if we stay here another day or two I’m bound to hear some news 
from her. 
 
One TP of 3rd  moved up.  Orders 0130 
 
Read lesson 13 Chapter 1 Corinthians very impressed and very impressed. BM (brigade major) 
flags-- first one move TP of 3rd.   Then all the rest of 3rd.   They go 1630 and RCG redeploy.  2nd in 
command very vague about it all, has his fiancée from E?? here.  I    
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22. 

 
hardly know where I am worrying about Dad.  Couldn’t sleep until this morning and have to force 
my mind to do this move. 
 
Post came at last—a typed letter from Mignon saying Dad had a severe heart attack and was very 
seriously ill but is a little better.  I feel as though a ton has been lifted off me.  Suppose the WO 
news about mother was the kid making a good case for leave for me.  I shall swap with 2nd 
command who isn’t keen to go on 25 Feb. and pray that Dad gets better. 
 
The conditions are dreadful—borrow tanks to get guns and radar out.  368 have to ….  GENNEP 
still in enemy hands.   
 
Maj. J. goes to look at his brigade and is accompanied by ….and is pinned down for 4 hours. Heavy 
mortaring of area. 
 
Suffering from an effusive idiot of a Brigade Maj. Who bags everything he does.  Fresh from the 
Staff College and AA Cand! Talks about moving 370 from DEVRNE down here for 3 days and 
then taking them back—says it would be good mob(ility) training  (for us who have moved from 
Normandy since D Day!) 
 
2nd Command does not read or take in anything.  See my WO(war office) notification in the post, 
spends about a min reading it then puts it aside-- not connected it with me.  Goes to BDE talks to 
BM about ....  
 

23. 
 
lights—says we haven’t any yet in the CO to sec files he has just read the whole show which I had 
just sent out.  Good Shooting--use 300 sheets of paper copying wills for him which are useless—
all has to be done again when Maj. T reads them. 
 
Feb 13.  Doris birthday.  Mardis Gras.  The fall of BUDAPEST.  BUDAPEST—the first great 
capital to fall by arms.  It has kept the Boche employed in 2 abortive relief attacks and in its 
stalingrad like defence whilst they urgently reqd. men and armour in E. Germany and Poland.  
110,000 German casualties, 12,000 guns, 250 tanks booty.  The Russians are doing wonderfully.  
How different from our assault here—we have to fight through prepared defences 25 miles deep 
in fearful mud and floods – in the East our allies at least have only natural river barriers to 
overcome and they have hard ground.  We have the task of doing a job which requires man power 
(and the sacrifice of it).  It would probably be more suited to us both if we could swap with the 
Russians  
 

24. 
 
The Crimea.  Big three meeting seems to have achieved a great deal, notably Poland’s E frontier 
and government settled.  I suppose De Gaulle is smarting because it wasn’t a Four Power meeting, 
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yet he is a sensible man and though he must claim it, he knows France is not the power she was 
before the war.  She is no more than Belgium or Holland or Czeche Slovakia or Jugo Slavia—all 
these countries my be represented when a new foundation for a League of Nations or what have 
you is made, but only Britain, the U.S. and Russia can in fairness make the greatest and most 
important policies.  We are apparently unanimous on many points—unconditional surrender, all 
military plans, division of Germany into zones of occupation by 4 powers whilst leaving Germany 
as a country, disbandment of its General Staff, destruction of militarism, Nazism and all war 
potential and 

 
25. 

 
material, thorough trial of all war criminals, reparations in kind for damage done in occupied 
countries. 
 
14 Feb.  2nd Command drunk again this evening, spends about 15 minutes telling Robby (?) Clarke 
how to get a PF out of the mud by cranking the engine by hand---managed to but in in the end and 
explain a PF has no engine.  Tells DP Williams off in a ridiculous highfaluting way on the phone.  
2 bottles of champagne go.  Haven’t had any out of the last 3.  Have a rescue system—when he 
gets anyone cornered in the mess we ring up from the office and get the unfortunate away on some 
excuse. 
 
15 Feb.  Leave put back another day.  Dispute with Dutchman at Maesetck who accuses us of 
stealing stuff from a builders yard and says we are worse than Germans were, who behaved as 
gentlemen towards the Dutch.  Order him out and requisition all his stock. 
 
At WEERT we are having great trouble with civilians stealing from vehicles standing in the street 
and from coal dumps etc.  Notice Americans canned rations in a shop window! 
 
Floods are half way up the main street of MAESEYCK and the Bailey bridge is under water.  Clear 
of the RESWALD forest but resisted by 8 divs and the Siegfried defences and mud and floods. 
Fog morning and evening. 

 
17 Feb. 2nd in Command rises 1030.  Leave sailing cancelled one more day—means CO has 
another day in England and I go 26 instead of 25 Feb. 
 

26. 
 
The Dutchman and his wife where 2nd in Command was billeted. Take a bath and  see their 2 
children in bed, boy 4 and girl 6 asleep in each others arms—the prettiest sight I have seen in 
Holland.  His brother-in-laws brewery where there is beer at 15% proof and a challenge to a 
drinking contest.  I’d like a beer but have I to uphold the Englishman’s prestige by taking part in 
a first-under-the-table contest? 
 
Drizzling rain all day—depressing dump WEERT. 
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I see DeGaulle is behaving like a sickly schoolgirl refusing to meet Roosevelt  after the big 3 talk 
at Yalta.  I  thought he has enough sense to realize that France could not be included with the 
other 3 powers and had to make representation for the sake of his countries dignity, but 
apparently he really does think France should have been there—the stupid idiot. 
 
Fighting on this front very hard.  8 German divisions and the Seigfreid line roll back.  So far (20 
Feb.) we have reached GOCH and taken 7000 POW Wehrmacht and paratroops –no SS.   
System is to shell and bomb them into a coma and then prise them out of their holes. 
 
21 Feb.  Huge bomber raids pass over tonight and last night.  Stand on the canal bank at WEERT 
and see 2 of ours go down—1 catches fire 
 

27. 
 
overhead and turns about.  I wonder where it is coming, but it goes down finally about 5 miles 
due North.  Terrible sight to see them in flames.  Bombing target must have been 30 or 40 miles 
to the East across the Meuse yet the doors and windows rattled for minutes at a time.  News of 
next battery job—369 when they go RHQ moves up ....but it can’t be for a day or two as the East 
bank is still held by the enemy.  Shall we move before I get away on leave I wonder?  The days 
seem to be going slowly—5 more before I leave.  I   (no words missing) all 6 Lancasters were 
shot down around here last night. 
 
MO-psychiatry course—interesting treatment of cases of battle exhaustion, terror, hysterias and 
acute fear.  Men drink and expressionless officers bundles of nerves cured by sedatives, next and 
even hypnotism unless very bad cases and returned to the front in 2-5 days. 
 
Depart  Neert for UK leave.  Ex arrangements—transit camps at BOURG LEOPOLD (Old 
Belgian Bks) and at CALAIS.  Slow crossing—fog.  Arrive Victoria, checking crowds feel as tho 
I am home at last and did not notice the sensation at DOVER.  Ring home from St Pancras(?) 
and find Dad up and going along 

 
28. 

 
fine.  Arrive home at 1140 and go up to see him and find him unconscious and dying.  He passed 
away before the Doc arrived.  The awful upset—leave extended, funeral, sell up furniture, ....., 
value furniture for store and car, move out of house which we had lived in for 25 years and settle 
Mignon with Mrs. Priestwall (?).  Problem of Mother and Dad’s will.  After 2 weeks I return 
feeling as though I’ve had a nightmare rather than leave.  Find Loan waiting at Transit Camp and 
off we go 100 miles to our new location at VENRAT and into an immediate uproar.  
Preparations to move in 48 hours harbour in Germany then TOPLER.  Protection jobs in conc 
and gun areas, then______?  
(his blank and question mark) 
 
What a come back.  In my absence the CO has got an OBE for Normandy, the Brig MO have 
gone and the Belgian LO goes the day after I get back. 
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 Off with CO to recce new RHQ and regiment harbour area.  Take one, and leave 
squatters in the Villa  
  

29. 
 
Blumenhof  N-1 of Kevelaer (Germany) 
And take over several rooms in a farm which is still occupied by 9 German civilians—all eager 
to please, An old woman aged 80 bedridden and 4 small children, with no word of German I tell 
them what is needed and what to move.  Next day when we move in find everything done and 
the women anxiously follow me around asking “Good?”  Have no ops (operations) stuff in the 
occupied farm house—all in the empty house across the road.  Men all under canvas in the 
orchard—I suppose we should have turned the occupants all out, old woman and children and 
all, but we didn’t.   The German Shs across the Rhine and occasional heavy shells are a reminder 
that less meek people are over there waiting for us.  Mines in the conc areas.  Terrific 
preparations.  TOPSEC (top secret) orders, the usual complex preparatory stuff with the final 
phase to play “off the cuff” I guess.  TAC HQs, B echs, arm dumping, emergency rations, 
“going” maps aerial photos, timings, cancs  

 
30. 

 
Marshalling etc.  Move orders for 368 and 370 at 0315 hrs as usual. 
 
Terrific devastation in places-- CLEVES and MUNCHEN GLADBACH.  KEVELEAR* also 
very badly damaged. 
 
Do a days motor cycling round the new marsh area and along the RHINE to YANTEN and 
MARRIENBAUM.  Some shell fire from our heavies and a few receipts reminds one of the old 
days.  Half an hours bombing of SOS area last night but no AA (anti-aircraft) fire allowed.  Does 
the Beche know what’s cooking I wonder.  He’s a fool if he doesn’t—his own country and so 
much going on.  A few buffaloes and craft entered the river last night and messed about to see 
his reactions but didn’t draw a shot. Tacs now est. and all battery tactics.  Dumping finished 
except for assault rations.  Several naval officers (RN)  and 80  ratings join us with special 
detecting gear.  Sailors can’t understand or bother to find out about air dump problems before an 
attack.  They are used to being on a ship which means they get their sleep and meals regardless 
of the situation—have difficulty in moving them when they decide to sling their hammocks in 
KEVELAER where some one else should be!  Tom Yates is the boom king, very harassed.   
 
(*His spelling is not consistent on several place names.) 
 

31. 
 
In one conc. area part of the HQ is in an occupied German farm house.  The officers, Sgt’s, 
men’s messes and cook houses, (all official stuff in an empty house) it is strange to see the 
German family with their children all living and eating in the next room and to have them so 
close and all very meek, eager to do what is wanted and showing no sullen anger or resentment, 
as suspected.  Strange to see the photographs of the man of the family in German uniform. 
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Around Spring Day the weather is wonderful-blue skies and sun—ideal for the RAF.  Edgar, 
Tom join me for a meal in the German farm house as I am alone for a day or two---we drink a 
bottle of gin and reminisce . 
 
Fd (field) Security Police visit Villa Blumenbey—apparently the owner was the leading Nazi in 
the district and has fled across the Rhine.  Find a few soldiers cards, diary, ration cards, etc. but 
nothing very damning.  All day long the bombers go over and never a German plane to be seen.  
A little shooting of our Smokey Joes. 
 
Take my first bath in Germany in the wash house of the farm.  The man there heats water for our 
man at 0600 each day and we have borrowed the family tin bath. 

 
32. 

 
Another morning on a motorcycle—it’s the only way to get about with the one way roads and 
traffic.  The immense preparations, this are used this area must be the biggest arsenal ever 
created on the continent--if only we had an airforce!  The railway line up to Yanten with rails 
removed, all night movement with convoy light only.  As I do this I am waiting to hear the 
artillery barrage start up—I now know all the times and the whole set up and it’s weird to see 
everyone carrying on with their job in ignorance of what’s to happen so soon.  It’s a wonderful 
spring day, blue sky and warm sun, pray it stays so for the rest of the week.  Int(elligence)  tells 
us the Heins has 60 Batteries of Field guns along the road opposite us on the East bank and 
WESEL has been reinforced heavily.  Armament also moved up ready—I wonder if he knows 
exactly what we’re about—some of it he must know.  Another of Monty’s personal messages to 
read to the troops. (Message is included in diary)  
 
Rumstedt replaced by Kesselring—was there any truth 
 
 

33. 
 
in the story of Rumstedt’s peace feeling in respect of his army. Why do they fight on—I suppose 
they fear the peace as much as the continuation of the war and they are handled with iron 
discipline and readily accept it. 
 
24 March.  At 0200 (H hrs) the assault went over the Rhine.  First 2 corps did not get a shot at 
them and later they made up.  Canadians went over  at 2300 last night and stopped at the railway 
line west of WESEL—then Harris liquidated WESEL from England with his heavies in the most 
daring close support bombing ever attempted.  30 corps(?) also crossing further downstream and 
American IX army further up stream.  The great air drop was timed to start at 1000 and I went 
down to see it.  Our AGRAs(Army Group Royal Artillery)  doing a support barrage just before 
the planes are due, some eB fire coming back and a hell of a lot of noise, smoke and dust.  Can’t 
begin to describe the air drop—dead on time they arrived, all the 6 British Divisions and after 
them 17 US Divisions and I believe all the troop establishment and everything in the Airborne 
army.  
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Hundreds of Dakotas (solo) come over us at 300 ft. and drop their men across river, overhead are 
fortresses (with the Canadians I guess) and swarms of fighters--never  
 

34. 
 
a single Luftwaffe plane.  After the first wave of solo Dakotas came waves of Dakotas and 
Stirlings* towing gliders then the American Dakotas towing 2 gliders each.  A little high flak and 
hard to see the LAA(Light Anti-Aircraft) because of the sun—a wonderful day, blue sky and 
warm sun.  A Fortress is hit and turns towards sun tries with 2 engines ablaze.  8 of the crew bale 
out successfully, the pilot last and 1 poor devil’s parachute only half opens—he tugs wildly at 
the shrouds as he falls like a stone into a wood 200’ away and bounces 10 feet into the air.  One 
of the crew falls into our vehicle lines and I snap him as he touches down.  Take about 8 snaps of 
the landing but doubt if they will give a proper picture of the show.  The Fortress and a Dakota 
crash nearby and burn but I see very few hits. The sky swarms with Dakotas.  The crew of one 
(American) bale out overhead on this side of the river into one field  all green parachutes and I 
think they are sigs or something purposely dropped on this side but no-- The one I speak to asks 
if he is in Belgium and when told in Germany 
 
*a British war plane 
 

35. 
 
he sheds all his gear and bolts!  Now Liberators swarm over,  Tomorrow is the supply  drop but 
these have their bomb-doors  open and must have  supplies, 
 
 Few casualties  so far—123  have some from shell fire.  The cl 9 bridge  is started at once 
and we are to go over first and do the East end of both bridges ... build, 123 do this side. 
 
 Find 369 in a hell of a mess in all the BHQ spewing their  hearts up through smoke, only 
the BSM able to ….about, respirators N.G. awful predicament in which to direct a battle.  Some 
heavy stuff falling around them. 
 
 The resources of Div POW cage strained when an honest to God Woman PW shows up 
for interrogation.  Unlike other women who have appeared in the cafes from time to time she was 
neither a nurse nor her helper or Cols sock darner but a genuine Wehrmacht.  She had been in the 
army 5 years since she was 15 years old.  She was a telegraph operator and clerk  along with 14 
other women at HQ—At least that was her job on paper.  A more important function which she 
candidly spoke of as an accepted practice in the Wehrmacht, was entirely biological.  In the field 
there was no distinction between her living conditions and those of the private of the regiment, 
she  
 

36. 
 
slept in 2 man foxholes with the men of the regiment, more handy for them.  She looked as 
though she had slept in 2 man foxholes for 5 years, Elizabeth  Arden would have shuddered.  She 
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was puzzled at our interest in her all round life, took it all as perfectly normal.  She was however 
pleased at our interest and solicitude.  “This is the first time I have been treated like a woman” 
she said. 
 
 Many cases of self mutilation appear among PWS. 
 

First CL  9 bridge is underway,  we hope to be over with 2 batteries tonight. 
 
Some enemy aircraft over at last.  369 shoot down a ME 410.  Unable to cross yet, a 

carrier has gone through and damaged the first bridge.  369 and 370 and TAC RHQ waiting on 
W bank.  Move up all RHQ less Q and REME*.  Hear Maj. Jobbing has been seriously wounded 
by shrapnel.  CO goes over in ferry and hopes to open up on E bank.  Radar not given priority to 
cross yet.  The sight on the W bank is fantastic—rows and rows of vehicles, guns and tanks all 
lined up in marshalling areas waiting to cross bridges and ferries.  Smoke and noise, our field 
guns firing over us all the time and the RAF in the sky.   

 
We go over and are in action 1700 on one bridge and 1800 on the other. 
 
(*REME-Corp of Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers?) 

 
37. 

 
I go over in Jeep, pass hundreds of  vehicles by going over fields and join an American Infantry  
mob and cross cl 9 bridge.  Pontoons sink to within an inch of water as laden 3 tanks go along—
weird to see the bridge undulating.  Come back by tank ferry as lanes are one way except for the 
ambulances coming back.  Luftwaffe put in an appearance at night again---lot of firing and anti 
personnel bombs. 
 
 Am stricken with lumbago or something.  Can hardly walk or lay down, cannot sleep, 
hellish painful. 
 
 Move over the East bank with all HQ less Q.  REME stay put in canc. 7 miles of traffic 
on CL 40 bridge so we do a trip up to the CL 9 at MARIENBAUM and then down the RHINE 
by the fields—save time but trifle nerve wracking with all the white tops about.  Established in 
BLISICH.  Terrific bombardments.  BLISICH is a wreck. 
 
RHQ in the large farm which is owned by the Burgamaster, move him up and his ponderous 
furniture around.  All the windows are missing thru the percussion of our Heavy Guns.  A few 
holes in the many barns and the house small caliber shelling.  He has a great deal of cattle etc. 
and plenty of food, store room full  

 
38. 

 
of soap, ersatz honey etc, etc.  He was a Sgt Major in the German Army and gets cracking 
without any questions, moves all his ...and implements out into the fields, cleans out rooms etc.  
The 7 Armored Div. came up and we let them have a barn to brew tea in, they thereupon 
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commence to catch all the chickens and screw their necks, annoying as we had planned a long  
term policy for eggs.  Military Govt. made this a collecting point for displaced civilians.  After 
that the owner however has a to feed 60 of them.  Scheme is to get all these displaced Jerries 
back to their homes as quickly as possible especially in the agricultural areas of Rhineland so 
that they can get on with the spring sowing, save as many cattle and livestock as possible, feed 
themselves and other Jerries and prevent disease by boarding together in unsanitary conditions.  
Men behave well considering 
      

39. 
 
take a few souvenirs and hens but don’t behave at all like arrogant conquerors—too busy most of 
the time.  2 cases of fraternization with German girls back at Blisich –here there aren’t any girls. 
 
 The airbourne wounded coming back—4 stretchers on a Jeep bouncing along, men 
standing holding the men down on the stretchers.  Have to stop the one way only traffic over the 
Rhine to get the convoy back; horrible spectacle—one lad asks how much father chum—I can’t 
stand much more of this”.  Doesn’t recognise who he is talking to poor fellow.  If the almost over 
now gang at home could see these wounded they would be a little less stupid in their 
appreciation of the ease of victory.  Major Jobbing had a bad shrapnel wound in the groin and 
stomach.  I have been put up for a Majority in  
 

40. 
 
his place but we expect a Major posted in.  A bit of shooting at night but no great air threat has 
developed.  A change in the weather to the bad but not so important for us to have good flying 
weather as it has been for the past week.  Build up going well—a carrier which smashed thru the 
CL 9 bridge meant 12 hours delay whilst a new section of pontoons was put in, in spite of this 
we got over 400 more vehicles over in first 2 days than we expected we would.  3 bridges now 
working and 1 is now permitted to be used for E-W traffic.  28 Mines dropped in the RHINE 
upstream from the bridges last night and all exploded by 25 panzers under our command. 
 
 Terrific barrage again N of REEJ as we break out N.  Unending streams of ter.....and 
flashes of heavies.  Parachutes scare at RHQ—balloons shot down.  Has organised defense in the 
area E of RHINE finished?  He is still fighting without guns and armour.  Volk.....PW coming in 
as filthy bedraggled creatures.  Hundreds of civilians streaming back to the immediate area of the 
river, all to be fed and controlled.  Many Russian and Polish slave workers among them—the 
language difficulty.  US Black troops are now over 
 

41. 
 
with US army supply column.  Behave abominably.  Came to this farm with rifles and pistols for 
chickens.  One just outside my window has wounded a hen and after firing about 6 shots at 5 
yards range still hasn’t killed the wretched thing and daren’t pick it up.  The man here is carrying 
on with his farm as best he can, feeding his stock, repairing his windows and roof, supplying us 
with butter and eggs and feeds 60 displaced German civilians. 
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 My majority approved by Second Army.  I go to 368 my old battery. 
 
Regiment grounded for tpt to support the break out which is stretching itself—my last job as 
adjutant.  Have to go to Brigade to fix number of vehicles, etc. for the job as we have to remain 
operational and still feed and supply ourselves—its a tricky problem.  Spend 2 ½ hours sitting in 
a queue at the Rhine Bridge—if anyone asks me what suspense is I’ll quote these awful waits at 
Bridges—shades of WIJMEGAN coming back in the dark—no light allowed. I crawl for half an 
hour a yard at a time up to the bridges coming back.  Find the mess have laid 
 

42. 
 
on a dinner and the Padre has had crowns sewn on my other B D jacket. 
 
 The farewell party at RHQ March 31.  The CO made a very flattering speech, we had an 
excellent meal served by O’Neill in the old style to which I have been accustomed for 3 years; 
champagne and plenty of booze, then the old gentle mess games after charades.  The first time 
since D-Day the CO has got tight and we have mounted the kitty in the mess.  Alec Allan retired 
with a sprained knee and is hopping around on a stick and 2nd in command and QM could not get 
up this morning.  Cured my lumbago.  Move to 368 and .... and a sleeping room for an office and 
get settled in.  Walk around 12 gun positions—at last I’ll be able to get out a bit.  Sorry in many 
ways to leave RHQ—3 years almost exclusively in the company of a handful of officers and OPs 
at one HQ is a long time.  It was a pleasure always to be the COs adjutant and we have had some 
interesting and difficult times together.  The AQ (?) command moves, trains, ..... Battle training, 
mobilization training Exercises. Mobilization  in 1943 and again 1944.  Invasion and all the 
deployment since.  I wouldn’t have stuck the job for so  
 

43. 
 
long with anyone else but would have cheerfully carried on with it with Col. Matha.  We 
understood each other and could have got on indefinitely in all circumstances. 
 
 Visit Maj. Jobbing in Cdn Hospital at CLEVET.  Very old and weak but cheery.  They 
had just taken his last bottle off—had intravenous injections galore at on time 4 bottles—blood, 
saline, penicillin and 1 other; 2 arms and 2 legs.  Had first meat for 9 days yesterday—1 egg.  
They have taken part of his bowel away but he will recover and be A again in about 6 months.  
Insisted on talking about Battery things—all the HQ men and how good they were, the   
accounts, surplus 91058 he had “picked up” etc.  Would rather I took this Battery than anyone so 
I feel happier about it.  He was in the stomach cases ward—horrifying experience—none of the 
hospital in England atmosphere, whilst I sat talking to him they dressed the wounds of the capt in 
the next bed.  Awful cuts across his abdomen and bits hanging out.  Gave me the willies.  Man 
dying opposite  
 

44. 
 
and officers moaning.  If the people who say it’s almost over could visit that place it would sober 
them up.  Half the patients not on beds—stretchers on the floor. 
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 I crossed the Cl 9 bridge noticed the bend in it and the fast current—when I got back 
found it down, half washed away and the rest being dismantled.  The Americans had taken it 
over this morning.  No point in us staying if they don’t build a new one. 
 
 At 1730  We are ordered to move—my second day here!  Going to a bridge further 
down the RHINE opposite MARIENBAUM.   Dash off to do reconnaissance before it gets dark, 
a take over job but SP guns in ....have been there before so it means a new layout.  Being 
thoroughly shot up there by our own Riv Def guns—impossible to site on river bank because of 
SA fire and ....17 Panzer airburst shells explode overhead whilst we are looking round, irritating.  
Go to RHQ in dark with locations nightmare ride, strange to reflect that we were warned we 
should never be able to ride about alone 

 
45. 

 
in Germany at night.  Move following morning after a nights solid rain.  My ruined house is 
letting it in and bedroom is awash when I wake. 
 Guns bogged in well and truly and new positions ...inaccessible in this weather.  Get all guns in 
during morning but RADAR PF is still bogged and defying Matadors and tanks to get it out.  Go 
round all troops and even the Jeep is given a trial to get there.  Sheeting with rain all afternoon.  
All in action before dark. 
 
The RHINE is expected to rise to phenomenal height any time now.  It will mean moving 5 and 
perhaps 8 guns to high ground which are at present down by the bridge.  Do reconnaissance of 
alternative sites, shades of NIJMEGAN flood scare.  
 
Still getting shot up by our own riv def guns.  2 mines go up whilst I’m in C TP this morning. 
 
 For the first time since D Day we look as tho we’re being left behind.  I take a Tp out of 
action and set up a RE (Royal Corp of Engineers) concern is to repair the bunds of the Rhine and 
establish displaced persons camps. 
  

46. 
 
 Readjust layout auto bunds because of threat of Rhine rising.  This is the third 
deployment in 5 days since I came to 368.  20 old pits on bunds and near river to fall in.  Take a 
Tp out to a good farm and cover for all guns and men in the RHQ calmly ring up and say all guns 
to be deployed by night!  Point out C Tp moved 3 miles from VA on orders and Pares says it 
doesn’t matter, they can join in barrages, point out these are Bofers not 16” naval guns and so the 
RHQ in a sta....frame of mind.  CO agrees he minehead the orders and that the Tp shall stay as 
they are—I should bloody well think so. 
 
 Have just decided we are bound to be staying put for at least a week now—we have 
moved 3 miles in 5 days and have been given peonest jobs—put in hand all sorts of jobs at BHQ 
such a new officer 3 t...., post is (?)..stone, etc.  Mud, tent floors, etc.  When at 2000 hours it 
comes.  Prepare to move.  Always so.  This will be 4 in  7 days.  Rees Bridges do 
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reconnaissance.  Many minefields and low lying ground which will be flooded.  Order and 
counter order 
 

47. 
 
about RADAR,  relief at present job, time to move and take over new job, etc 
 
All fired up by evening—relieving battery Comd a ...........of a fellow—only fired once since he 
landed on July 12!  Same people seem to have kept out of trouble. 
 
 Move up to REEJ.  In tent again,  Loan digs me down and lines walls with timber—very 
snug.  Places littered with mines.  German girl wandered into one today but came out OK, if it 
had been one of our fellows he would have gave up no doubt.  The shambles around this part of 
GERMANY is complete.  Impossible to find a single isolated farm building that is weather 
proof, all villages and towns are heaps of rubble, roads full of  craters, dead cattle, shell craters, 
minefields and graves all over the countryside.  As our heavies went over yesterday flying high I 
saw an old woman shaking her fist at them—no wonder.  Get a gang of Russian and Italians to 
fill in our old gun pits.  Plenty of timber and stones, etc. 
 
We clean up RHQ—find four hooves sticking out of ground—a badly buried horse.  It will be 
dreadful here when it gets warmer—flies and filth everywhere. What a change it would be to get 

 
48. 

. 
away from all this desolation.  Creating great astonishment by visiting all sides every day—
apparently Maj J didn’t do this.  Some deployments he never went out at all!  Amazing how one 
can get the wrong impression at RHQ. 
 
 A CMP killed by civilians last night—shot between the eyes.  Our Tp lines cut. 
 
 Awarded Mention in despatches for month West Europe up to 31 Jul 44. Yet another 
move—0200 hours as usual 368 back to div XANTEN line.  BHQ old RHQ at BISLICH, am 
AADC with two LADJSC Campo batteries and a SC Bty under command.  Radar again.  All the 
complicated c.....  Put guns on bund road and close it to all traffic.  Cancel my BRUSSELS leave 
with Tom Yates--haven’t had a 48 hours since D DAY. 
 
 Village nearby.  When the tanks appeared a mile from the village the locals put out their 
white flags, whereupon the few SS men who were getting ready to run, shot the husbands and 
brothers of the families who showed the white flag. 
 
 We use hundreds of ‘slaves’, Russian, Poles and Italian, to fill in craters, slit trenches and 
repair bunds.  There are so many of them we can’t  
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49. 
 
find jobs enough—have a gang cleaning the vehicles and dixies and pots and pans.  They are 
paid equivalent of 2? for 4 hours work and 30 of them are given 1 box of  campo (14 mens 
rations for 1 day) for 1 meal.   Their hunger is pitiful to see, they devour lumps of water soaked 
bread found in trenches, garbage, bacon rind—lick out tins etc. 
 
 Do recce for conc area for res....  Area strewn with mines decide to leave the woods and 
ruined buildings alone and go for open fields.  Have another Bty under Comd 
--total of 4 Btys now!  American up river decide to celebrate over these bridges!  Airbursts over 
our heads at 2,000 feet and shrapnel.  Can’t contact them so have to get down and wait for them 
to stop playing—will fettle them tomorrow. 
 
The CO is going.  Over 3 years Comd.  Actually he has had  4 ¼ years --had a renewal a year last 
Jan.  The regular army are now getting the jobs before the war ends—Majors who have spent the 
war in the war office are now to get Lt Col to finish up units whilst TA officers are got sent off to 
Woolwich.  I suppose we  

 
50. 

 
shall get some bird brained yes men who won’t stand up for the right  at all.  Destroys the unit 
spirit—glad I’m no longer an adjunct. 
 
 Another move, this time to conc. area to await a job. 
 
 Slave workers a huge problem.  Expected to pass 3000 a day thru a camp they have built 
nearby, instead they are getting 8000 a day.  Just can’t feed ‘em all.  Russian liaison officer 
appears and threatens to have the Mil Govt. officers shot in Moscow if we don’t arrange to feed 
all the ravenous Russians.  What a man.  Joe Lyons should have the job. 
 
 Leave BISLICH for conc.—have battery in lush green fields near HALDERN –4 farms 
for BHQ & troop cooks and everyone else under canvas.  Marvelous day, sun hot, have sunbath.  
We could do with a day or two of quiet here.   
 
Receive orders to move as soon as we can.  To go 250 miles into GERMANY to (a) look after a 
mysterious camp of 50,000 and (b) be at 48 hrs. notice for AA ops.  Recce (reconnaissance) 
parties off early morning armed to the teeth. Rumours of “werewolves” and sniping once one is 
out of the Rhineland. 
 
Bty commanders with officer reps in another Jeep apiece (NO drivers) leave (in order of Btys!)  
Do 100 miles to RC 
  

51. 
 
W of OSNABRUCK and recce harbour areas NE of OSNABRUCK.  Bty leaves 1930 and 
arrives 0445.  See them in and get 3 hours sleep.  Order Gp again at 0930 off at 1130 same party 
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(same orders).  I leave them this time—terrific amount of traffic—and drive nonstop for 6 ½ 
hours to do the 130 miles to WINSEN NW of CELLE.  Pass about 200 Buffaloes on truck 
Transporters by going on the grass  ........  Wi...by 3/ 4 hour and pick the only decent access to 
village.   .... the battery to harbour. 
 
Our job is confirmed –BELSEN Concentration Camp.  Very peculiar position here—the area has 
not been cleared.  The situation at the camp is so serious that Comd., Para army (German) and 
Comd 8 Corps have made a truce-- no battle to be fought here.  SS and Wehrmacht guards to 
remain also 1400 Hungarian guards (with their families).  The stories we hear are horrible.  
Typhus, Enteritis and other diseases raging, 9,000 of the 60,000 have infectious disease and half 
T.B.  If they 
 

52. 
 
got out it would be enough to cause a Typhus epidemic in all EUROPE.  All political prisoners 
(Jews and communists and anti Nazis presumably) and as they hear the British are approaching 
they are sure to attempt to break out.  Anyway tomorrow we shall see—we take it over, a new 
job for artillery with a vengeance. 
 
 Pockets of SS dressed as civilians with hidden arms are about.  Locate 20 at village 6 kms 
away from RHQ. 
 
 The sight of the roads around CELLE never to be forgotten.  Thousand upon thousand of 
freed slaves and prisoners of war all starting a great trek westward.  Imagine the crowd from a 
big football match but unending (only looking different) dragging carts 10 or 12 men harnessed 
to them and taking turns, the carts piled with looted food, German uniforms and sacks and junk, 
small harrows, bicycles, horses and on foot.  Ragged, wretched, lousy.  Poles, Russians, French, 
 
 

53. 
 
 French Senegalese (Black Troops), Dutch and British who get lifts, women, many not strong 
enough to travel lie by the road, skeletons.  Many overcome by freedom shout and salute and cry.  
What can we do with these freed civilians? 
 
We arrive at BELSEN camp.  It is not necessary for me to make notes to serve as a reminder of 
this experience.  No one who saw it can ever forget as long as they live.  No 1 camp is the 
concentration camp, estimated 50-60,000 still alive and 10,000 corpses (min).  They are in 
separate laagers* of 2-5,000 where Poles, Russians and Germans were separated but now they 
have broken out and are all mixed up in the main camp.  The truce was arranged because of the 
danger of infecting Germany (with the rest of Europe), if they broke out completely.  I go and 
see for myself—first thing is every officer and man who goes to No. 1 Camp is dusted with AL 
63 so I get dusted and tour the place in Jeep --quite impossible to describe.  About 50% men and 
50% women, mostly obviously Jews.  The 
 
*(an encampment.......)  
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huts are packed with dead and great heaps of them lie out in the sun in the camps—some black, 
some green, some white according to the time they have been dead, all naked and mere skeletons 
with the skin stretched tight and shining over the bones like rubber, thousands of them.  I tried to 
count one heap of children and estimated 300.  The stench is unbelievable.  Officers whom I take 
round afterwards vomit.  The living are if anything more horrible.  They lie half dead about the 
place or crawl slowly around.  Not a latrine in the whole camp—floors of huts are brown and 
packed inches deep in excreta—men and women stand and squat all over the place--they have 
enteric fever, dysentery, etc—have lost all self respect and are just existing and dying.  Typhus is 
rampant.  We have the job of controlling, feeding, moving the sick and burying the dead.  Put up 
Typhus Danger 
 

55. 
 
notices at five miles radius round the whole place.  There are nearly 2000 Hungarian guards with 
their families which we will keep in; about 700 Wehrmacht and 11 SS—the later also have their 
wives and women. Also 2,000 wounded Wehrmacht, 150 wounded SS and 4-5,000 Russian 
POWs  (comment: this was inserted on facing page)   
Med units begin to arrive.  Policy (1) bury dead, (2) move all personnel out of concentration 
camp thru  the hospitals—No 2 Camp to other hospitals.  Men in gas clothing and special 
protective clothing take the diseased living, strip them and take them to hospital. One lot of 
vehicles used for this journey only.  Others move them away (if they don’t die) in other vehicles.  
Estimated 9,000 have Typhus. 

 
Burying the dead.  Get Bulldozers to dig pits, sand which is difficult, have to water sand 

first.  Use SS exclusively to handle the corpses.  Use huge German trailers as death wagons pull 
them with tractors.  One party of SS fetch the dead out of huts and off dumps and load the 
trailers and another party offload into pits.  Padre says a service when the pit is  

 
     

56. 
 
full and Bulldozer levels it off.  Not enough SS and they are infected anyway—result is 

the wretched people are dying at about the same rate as we are burying leaving a balance of 
about 5,000 corpses around all the time. 

 
The Poles and Russians are fighting, the yes men and block leaders are being murdered, 

many are going insane.  Whilst I was there this morning two murders were committed.  As one 
drives around in the pens one daren’t blow the hooter—they crawl out of the way.  Already 
proved atrocities—Numerous confessions (independent of the inmates being injected with petrol 
by hypodermic to kill them quickly—all gold fillings and rings taken from bodies.  SS had 
buried about 3-4,000 watches of all description but one them told us where they were hoping to 
curry favour.  Take SS commandant’s office—looted oil paintings and chandelier, fine furniture 
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No 2 Camp is a sort of super aldershost --vast and all amenities, cinemas, hospitals 

(which were never used for the Jews and political prisoners).  Stores, vehicles, , impossible to 
look all round, too much important work to do. 

 
 8 FWs (Fockewolfe 190s)  came over last night and shot up the woods. 
 
 The RAMC are beginning to work at BELSON (sic) and their first forecast is that 

15,000 (minimum) of the living will not last 10 days.  Must get more burying parties, ask for 
1,000 SS, PsOW and more British Troops to guard them.  We start to feed the poor wretches but 
many are to far gone to eat. 

 
 Do another tour of the camp.  I cannot describe the horror of the place.  The 

huts—five tier bunks with two people in each bunk and usually one or both dead, dead who have 
been lying there for weeks and others too feeble to move, lice crawling from the dead to the 
living, floors swimming with excreta, the women’s quarter are the worst of anything.  They sit 
around delousing each 

 
58. 

 
others heads and their own private parts quite regardless of everyone—their bodies were covered 
with spots, bites, scratches and filth—a few still try to wash.  They sit about unconcerned amongst 
the heaps of dead.  The only thing of interest is to watch the S.S. loading bodies and the trailers 
with the aid of  blows and strong encouragement from our men.  They say nothing, not a murmur, 
as they watch.  Looking at these bodies it’s quite apparent that they died of malnutrition.  Now 
proved that in addition to injecting with petrol, they used creosote and that they forced Jews to 
burn their own relatives and fellows alive.  The immensity of this job when one pauses to think is 
frightening—this zone should be isolated, we may all be carriers soon. 

 
 There is a heap of compressed footwear of all kinds taken from the dead which 

measures 90 ft. square by 20 ft. high—how many pairs of shoes?  The poor devils use them as 
fires to toast the bread we give them! 

 
 I wish every man and woman in  

59. 
 

Britain and America and the colonies could see this now—if they could just walk round, no 
atrocity stories to believe, just their own eyes, and if they were sick or fainted they could leave, 
but they should see it.  Only the few S.S. we have are getting perfect justice meted out to them, 
for every one of them there are about a million German criminals who will not be so aptly 
punished.  How these few must long to die.  This afternoon I saw them finish unloading one lot 
and then they were told to get into a pit until the next lot came—they were quite sure they were 
to be shot but they weren’t so lucky.  They won’t last more than another two or three days at this 
job—we must get some more. 
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 Mob disinfectors arrive—capable of doing 3000 a day.  That means we can have 
almost all the ones who are likely to live done in two weeks but we must move them and their 
deloused clothes if it’s to work.  Get a scheme out, pass them through No 2 and off to  

  
60. 

 
hospitals. 

 
 Am pestered by streams of local people who have the effrontery to complain that 

Russians, etc. are stealing their food and tpt (transport?) as they move west—when I tell them 
through an interpreter that I have no sympathy they look astonished. 

 
The CCS att.  to Belsen camp is shot up by 8 FW 190 this morning.  It was daylight 

(0645) and huge Red Crosses were displayed on the ground as well as on tents etc.  The planes 
circled twice before machine gunning the tents.  Several killed but owing to the pressures of 
work at the camp a 0500 reveille had been ordered and scores of beds were empty when riddled.  
We are ordered to deploy a sec at 1915 hours at night—have them in .... recce completed unit 
contacted and trailers loaded for “harbour state by 2030 hours. BTP. 

 
Many SS about dressed as civilians.  I am having a round up today if I can spare the men.  

Last night Loan and I motored back through the woods in the dark—weird experience  knowing 
them to be full of the enemy. 
 

61. 
 

The Med people have started moving the worst Typhus cases from No 1 to Hospital in No 2—
many die on the way—ghastly job stripping and handling and disinfecting the poor wretches.   

 
They world will probably hear at least something about this place—we have had 

correspondents from British newspapers and from LIFE  Magazine taking photographs, etc.  
Don’t see how they can publish the most revolting scenes though—the only thing is to see it.  
Some Members of  Parliament are due today. 

 
Daily conference at 1800 at ....HQ.  Progress is being made at last but the figures with 

which we have to deal are so astronomical.  Our original estimate of about 10,000 bodies to bury 
appears to have been far under the actual numbers—another huge heap of about 2000 are in the 
Hospital block—No1 (2)  (written over—can’t tell whether it is 1 or 2), can’t use lorries to move 
them because of the trees.  Volunteers from among the internees are forthcoming to carry them 
to the  pit which is nearly finished nearby.  The burying in No 1 must be speeded up, they are 
dying much faster than we are burying.  Now have 

 
62. 

 
3 huge German 10 ton lorries each with 5 ton leveler—one being loaded at the heaps or huts, one 
being unloaded at the pits and one en route.  More important still we have some more SS to 
handle them.  Another pit will be done by noon today, Hungarians dig the sides straight as it is 
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bulldozed.  Army and Military Gov. now get into the paper and red tape war and want to know 
daily how many men and women and children we are burying, have buried and are still left to 
bury.  We just count the number of trips each lorry makes and multiply it by an average load.  
Second army set up a special w/t st...here for direct comm(unication) (wireless transmission 
station?) with army with C in Cs priority on all messages. 

 
The moving of the 9,000 Typhus and other seriously ill cases from No 1 to No2 Hospital 

begins today.  Hoped to move 500 but only do 300 women.  German nurses who were delousing 
and washing were not doing the job thoroughly so it had to be slowed down.  Our men wearing 
protective clothing are fetching them out of the huts from  

 
63. 

 
among the dead, taking them on stretchers in a fleet of vehicles reserved for the job up to No 2.  
All vehicles marked “CONTAMINATED”. And not used for any other purpose.  At No 2 they 
are stripped, washed and dusted with AL 63—trouble there is the poor things are so thin that they 
can’t be scrubbed as it’s so painful, they are filthy with dirt and the insides of their rags and 
clothes are grey-white with lice, solid like a lining to each garment.  Many die on the way 
between the two camps and as they are being cleaned.  Use 500 lbs of AL 63 a day—demand 
more from army and 6 tons are flown up by RAF freight planes. 

 
Various odd bodies of volunteer helpers etc. are arriving but they are not much use—

won’t take orders from us and so few of them.  Then again the DDME army has ruled that no 
women may enter camp No 1.  Urgently require over 200 cooks, tons of Horlicks, 300 gallons of 
milk a day, 20,000 

 
64. 

 
beds and mattresses, thousands of buckets, pans, etc. to keep hospital clean, thousands of plates, 
mugs spoons, suits of clothes, underwear, disinfectant, boilers to cook soup etc in and so on.  I 
haven’t time to copy the list.  Military Gov. are getting most of these requirements by the simple 
(and only) method of taking them from the German civil population in towns and villages 
nearby. 

 
In Camp No 2 are about 12,000 PWs.  In the course of the next 3 days (if our transport 

demand is met by army) we shall move west all the French, Belgian, Dutch, Swiss and 
Luxembourgers, totaling over 3,000.  The rest are Poles, Russians and Czechs and as we can’t 
move Easterners west we shall have to hold them for the time being. 

 
To add to our troubles the countryside around here is full of SS men disguised as civilians 
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hiding up in farms.  We round up several each day with help of Russian and Polish slaves who 
have been living here for years and know everyone locally.  Got 15 yesterday with a party armed 
with SA and 1 Bofers!  During the night 2 more and 1 shot who ran for it.  The secret mark by 
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which their SS identify is proved.  The treatment by CMP.  Useful additions to the burying 
parties. 

 
See the camp records.  In March 1945 (the month before we came) the Germans record 

that they cremated 17,5000.  The heap of footwear in No 1 Camp is estimated to  contain 
500,000 pairs and this heap has been used as fuel by the internees since we arrived. 

 
The position regarding SS officers and men whom we hold is discussed! 
 
The workshops, carpenter shop, paint shop, MT stores ...of No 2 Camp.  Cars and lorries 

and stores ad lib.  I take the German 
 

66. 
 

Camp Commandant’s flag off his car and out of its cellophane case. 
 
The hospital block in No. 2 is now a Typhus area and I must wire it off—can’t get any 

decent wire, must improvise. 
 
Arrange for parties from all the Battery who are not doing jobs in No. 1 to go round and 

see for themselves.  If only everyone could see this, British and German. 
 
6 mobile bath units arrive at last.  They are all set up in No. 1 and with the help of 4  one 

thousand gallon German water carts we get them working.  Can’t induce the poor wretches to 
use them at first, but a few English speaking women are persuaded to try and soon they are 
overcrowded.  Trouble again is that the internees steal the canvas screens as bivvies and the 
women bathe in the open but they don’t care of course. 

 
 The refined Czech lady who asked in perfect English if we could please inform 

her 2 sons who are at Loughborough College that she is still alive but their father is  
 

67. 
 

dead—killed by the SS.  The most awful thought is that each one of the 60,000 people here is a 
separate human case like this.  There are many cultured people in this hell hole, though looking 
at the poor creatures it is hard to believe anyone ever looked refined or beautiful or manly or 
intellectual.  The greatest specialist of Vienna is here and many men and women doctors. 
 
 Our organization is now taking shape and at last the results of our hapless-appearing 
labours are bearing fruit.  The new burial system has resulted in 1000 being moved to the pits 
today, and 500 cases have been moved from No. 1 to No. 2.  The latter include 100 orphan 
children whose mothers had died. 
 
 Discover today why they refused at first to use the showers—apparently whenever the 
Germans told them to undress for a bath they were taken away and never seen again—to be 
gassed. 
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Tomorrow we have ordered all the “dignitaries” of CELLE to report and shall show them the 
camp—the Burgamaster, Priests, Doctors and leading men of the town. 
 
 We have now plotted all the piles and huts full of dead I think—many new finds.  
Tommy has been reccing (reconnaissancing).  Found two isolated huts which we had passed by 
and in one were 240, 30 of them alive and in the other 203, 17 of them alive.  The bunks were 
indescribable—all had dysentery, some of the dead had been there a month or more.  Also found 
a caravan about a mile from the centre of the camp near the wire and it was packed tight with 
naked corpses which had been dead at least three months—it was bogged down and we brought 
up a Bofers tractor to winch it out and tow it to one of the piles— 
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an unusual job for the old tractor. 
 
 Problem of feeding them—army food not suitable.  Those who are fit to help in the 
Hospital are too apathetic; all they want is to stuff themselves with food which is bad for them.  
Also need clothes, blankets, etc.  Plans: (1) Take over a large dairy farm nearby and shall run it 
as a Home Farm and impound most of the cattle and chickens etc from all the local farmers (2) 
Take all the specialist labour we need from local towns and villages (3) Put up notices in CELLE 
and 92 other villages stating what we require (blankets, clothes, etc.) which are to be handed in 
to the Police Station by 2000 hours tomorrow (4) Take all hoarded food (fruit bottled etc.) from 
local homes. 
 
 Problem of getting them interested in life again.  Speaker vans 
 

70. 
 
broadcasting in all languages the news and what we are trying to do for them.  Various Padres 
(RC, C of E and Jewish) have arrived—put them to a terrific job of organising a personal 
enquiries bureau.  We’ll try and find the alt.....relatives if they are here.  
 
 The Parade State found in the SS Guard Room.  Along the top all its categories of anti-
nazi crimes—“anti-social” “homosexual” “Jew”.  It was sufficient crime unto itself to be born a 
Jew.  Down the left all the nations of the world almost. 
 
 The Grey Mice (SS Women) who are now cleaning up the latrines and huts go into their 
cells, what frightful po faced harpies—Sgt Major gets them on their feet as I enter.  The stories 
of their savagery with the women prisoners—the Hungarian interpreter girl (we use) was flogged 
by 3 of these women on her first day in the camp as a prisoner for laying out her shoes pointing 
out at ....instead of side by side.  They used to flog 2 o3 women in each hut each day as an 
example. 
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 The woman who said she never  
 

71. 
 
expected to see a British soldier—she was glad for the sake of the others but for herself it didn’t 
matter as she was entirely alone, all her family had died in concentration camps.  Her crime was 
being a Jew.  She told of the camp in Silesia where they had taken people indiscriminately from 
the huts and gassed them—she had always been passed by. 
 
 Move BHQ (and 2 Troops out of action) up to the Camp.  Take over the Commandant’s 
house, a charming little villa, luxury bathrooms, etc.  Photographs of his children and his 
uniform hanging up and all the household stuff—burn the lot.  A super office block with all 
fittings and good access for the men—all had been ransacked by the Russians but soon looked as 
new again.  A huge flagpole outside my office where the swastika used to fly, now the Jack when 
I can get one.  All the a.....and arms started around this part—elaborate shelters made of concrete 
cut into the woods, ventilated, lit by electricity, fitted with lightning conductors etc. 
 
 The Russians are pillaging the whole countryside and the interpreter 
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who sees all the Boche who came here to complain now has a set reply “The Commandant has 
no sympathy, you brought the Russians to Germany, British have freed them and you must 
suffer.  Good morning”.  German women also ask for protection.  This frightful place has 
brutalised me and everyone else. 
 
 Now revealed that the inmates had no food for 3 weeks preceding our arrival, and (the 
next is lined through, but readable) and before that only heaps of raw turnips dumped into the 
compounds—just like feeding cattle. 
 
 Now have mortuaries in use, we shall soon have all the old corpses buried and can start a 
normal and more decent routine with those that die.  Fencing off the Hospital area in No. 2 well 
underway.  I watched the unloading of the patients for a while this morning, some that were 
admitted to the camp during the last month have human appearance but 9 out of 10 are just grey 
haggard skeletons.  They arrive at No. 2 naked wrapped in blankets 
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and are then washed, dusted, put in bed and treated.  Many die in the process though we are now 
leaving those who are obviously dying in No. 1.  Must save those with a chance.  Problem of 
feeding the dying who are still in the huts.  6 cases of typhus among the PWs in No.2 this 
morning—the whole place is infected and I am waiting for the first cases in the Battery—all we 
can do is take normal precautions and get on with the job, we must live amongst it.  In one 
ambulance this morning were two Jewish girls who were really beautiful, about 17 years old I 
would say. 
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 We are all itching—psychological I hope. 
 
 April 23 Have not been able to make any notes for past 3 days, so busy.  We are 
now getting somewhere but it would be a gross exaggeration to say we have things under 
control.  Evacuation of Westerners among the internees in No. 2 has begun. 
  

74. 
 
Today we buried 1700 in the pits in No. 1 but as an average of 1500 are dying daily at present, 
we are only just holding our own.  Another party of German notables are being taken round on 
Wednesday so we are leaving 2 full pits open till then.  Von Kramer the commandant has been 
escorted round was quite unmoved.  More SS PWs are put to the burying.  The huts in No. 1 as 
we empty them are being used as latrines. I wish we could burn them all down as we empty but 
the access in required (after disinfecting) for the great mass of people we have. 
 
 Burial in No. 2 now a serious headache too.  As these patients are dying in reasonable 
numbers, IE about 50 a day at present, we shall bury them in individual graves.  Recce and mark 
out a cemetery in No. 2 for 5000, split into areas for all the nationalities and a separate area for 
Eastern Jews.  The Western Jews go in their national areas IE French Jews are buried with 
Frenchmen.  Get Hungarians and PWs  
 

75. 
 
to dig graves—this seems a slow process after our mass methods in No. 1.  The pit in No. 2 is 
now almost full and the pile of bodies almost gone, all those were carried to the pit by volunteers 
among the internees. 
 
 Quarantine in No. 1 is bad and Russians are breaking out at will and not only that but 
PWs and DPs are breaking in.  Hungarian guards are scared of them, now ordered to shoot along 
the wire.  All last night shots were going off.  Shall be glad when we can get rid of these useless 
Hungarians.  Hope to replace the guards round wire with Russians armed with German arms but 
they will have to be selected.  A Russian Maj General arrived with interpreter. 
 
 Now that we consider it for first time the internal security in No. 1 is very bad.  Now 
established that it was a gang of Ukrainians who committed all the murders of the block leaders 
the first few days we were here, and the same gang is 
 

76. 
 
now stirring up racial riots.  Can’t find them or their arms. 
 
 The Russian DPs are pillaging the countryside—locking German children in cellars, 
raping women, destroying household furniture and farm bldgs etc.  Their animal destruction does 
not help us—they are destroying stuff we need here but have no troops or time to control them. 
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 Buried 1400 today (24 April).  More reporters and newsreel men came to see us.  I 
haven’t seen any newspapers for a week, only hope this story gets printed in full.  The reporters 
say it will.  The most horrible sight any of the have ever seen.  Inundated with visitors now—
mostly rubber necking RAF and other army types.  Close No. 1 to all of them.  Can’t move 
around for people gawking.  Two very excitable Frenchmen arrive to see if they can find any 
people they know, armed with a pass signed by Gen Deevers U.S. Army.  Send them back. 
 
 Now proved that many people were  
 

77. 
 
burned alive here.  The Crematorium took 2 bodies at a time comfortably and the SS used to tie 
one alive to one dead and put them in.  As deaths mounted they crammed 3 in at a time.  2 men 
and 1 woman, as the were so thin they fitted in.  They had to stop using the crematorium because 
of lack of petrol etc. and so started burying in pits but could not do so fast enough, hence the 
accumulation when we arrived.   
 
 The German doctor, Klein who injected petrol and creosote, today begged to be shot.  He 
is still under arrest whilst further evidence is collected against him and it is hoped that it won’t be 
necessary to bring him to trial.  Have now separated the SS officers from the SS ops. 
 
 Today we showed round the party of German notables.  They were marched through a 
“guard of honour” of SS men and women and an address was broadcast in the  
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speaker van in German to them.  They were the most shaken of any I have seen at the sights, and 
pretended to be appalled.  Should have like to have put them to burying. 
 
 Tonight the Russians attacked the German Hospital outside No. 2 camp.  Shall have to 
police it and also No. 3 Camp where we are moving the interned women.  Not enough men to do 
a tenth the jobs we have to do.  Can’t trust Russians or Hungarians Guards.  Jeep patrols round 
the perimeter wire.  Army have taken away most of the Provost and CMP men for BREMEN—
how we hall keep order I don’t know. 
 
 25 April.  Now appointed No. 3 Camp Commander, in addition to all the other jobs in 
hand in Nos. 1 and 2 Camps.  No. 3 Camp will be all North of No. 2 Hospital Block and object is 
to absorb 18000 women plus an  
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unknown number of children from No. 1 Camp.  These women are all those who can walk and 
better but even out them we expect a death rate of 10% in the first 2 weeks.  Those that are dying 
are still left in No. 1, those that are unable to walk but may recover are going to hospital No. 2.  
All the children are to come to me in No. 3 and I must find out how many today and fence off a 
suitable block or two with decent grounds for them to be outside as much as possible in the good 
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weather.  Have to get the acc......cleaned out and de-loused for the women and fix their feeding, 
washing, etc.  Put B Troop in the Camp. 
 
 Also take on the German Hospital today.  Take (purposely) a poor frail looking obviously 
Jewish Pole as interpreter and interview the German (Wehrmacht) Commandant—a 
 

80. 
 
typical Prussian, and his chief doctor.  They admit they have at least 100 S.S. patients.  Have a 
private house with gates cleaned as a guardroom and install sentries at that gate closing all others 
and patrols round the perimeter.  German families have been living in the houses by the hospital 
gates since before the war—I give them 4 hours to empty the houses I want and move up.  The 
number of wehrmacht in uniform about the place amazes me—we haven’t had time to go round 
this area before.  Also hear of a subsidiary hospital 2 miles away which I must look into as soon 
as I can:  German Commandant assures me there are no arms in the hospital but I shall take an 
armed party through before tonight. 
 
Evacuation proceeding --another 1000 
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today—all French and Dutch. 
 
 Shall move the SS patients all to one wing of the German Hospital-many can walk and 
look reasonably fit.  The Wehrmacht Commandant until 1200 tomorrow to have them  all moved 
and room all prepared, then I shall examine all the rest to see if any remain among the 
wehrmacht patients.  He does exactly as he is told but is scared of the SS evidently.  Expects 
trouble as soon as they realise they are being segregated.  Shall go myself for the move and have 
every man moved under guard if necessary and have the SS wards guarded as well as the outer 
perimeter and gates of the Hospital.  If I only had more men. 
 
 My little Polish Jew  interpreter is enjoying this episode.  His father, mother and brother 
were all gassed and burned immediately on arrival at a concentration camp and he has no wish to 
go back to upper Silesia where his home was.  He delights to ride in my Jeep around the camp 
with a blissful smile on his pale  
 

82. 
 
and haggard face.  He says the only good thing his experiences have taught him is that freedom 
word full of meaning. 
 
 The Commandant of another camp who on taking over the place asked how many had 
been killed during the past month (27000) and how many remained (7000).  Asked why a mere 
7000 had been kept and ordered them to be put in the fire, so that he could start his regime with a 
blank sheet. 
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  Our new Russian Maj Gen is disciplining his own men.  He has made this a sort FD Pun 
(field punishment—from transcription of his Maj Sharp’s reading) Camp and has Russians 
hanging by their thumbs, sitting in dugouts on bread and water, etc. No wonder we can’t handle 
them if those methods are required. 
 
 Psychological Warfare Sec arrived and now working with speaker vans.  Two danger 
periods (1) when those in No. 1 aren’t evacuated to No 2 and yet see those who are going each 
day, and (2) when they have been evacuated to No.2 they go completely flat. 
 
 Decided to burn No. 1 when evacuation is completed.  Plan and start work on 
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fire breaks, cutting down trees all round the perimeter wire and also make a fire break in front of 
the admin block in No. 1 which we must retain.  Shall then pour oil on all huts and get a couple 
of Crocodile flame thrower tanks to come and do a proper job. 
 
 25 April.  Burying in No. 1 now down to daily out put.  At 1700 hours today the 
compounds were clear of corpses for t he first time.  Another Scraper and Bulldozer arrived—
keeping the scraper for filling in the pits. 
 
 
 Blankets a great problem—they are foul in every way.  Had 50,000 a few days ago and 
another 100,000 on the way.  We disinfect them then launder them and they are fouled so 
quickly we can’t keep pace with 1 MOB(mobile) Laundry.  Have demanded 2200 bed pans—at 
present we have buckets by each bed in hospital. 
 
 50,000 palliasses coming.  Need beds badly.  I want 10,000 for my women in No. 3 and 
another 2000 for hospital--having a bed survey made, think  
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there’s plenty in the camps if we can only find them all. 
 
 The women who are coming into No.3 are in a bad state, and these are the healthiest.  
Have to use broad steps to get them in and out of the 3 t.....without having to carry them. 
 
 The moving of the SS into a separate block of the German Hospital is going on this 
morning the German staff obey all my orders with the greatest alacrity and are scared stiff of the 
SS and expected trouble but none has developed so far.  Have armed men with each lot of 
walking wounded or stretchers and others standing around in the grounds with Brens. When I left 
just now we had 82 of them in and another 26 to come according to the lists which the staff 
prepared during the night.  Many infectious cases—2 typhus and several fevers have put been put 
in separate rooms.  Now have guard on the SS Block as well as the Hospital itself. 
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German nurses and orderlies are working like mad.  All my men in best BD and eqpt 
(equipment) look very smart and business like—the Wehrmacht are saluting my NCOS!  There 
is nothing of the democratic attitude in the make up of the Germans I am convinced.  They have 
been used to centuries of autocratic rule and the disunity of the country after the last war 
combined with the unreasoning enthusiasm of the youth of its country for a greater Germany,  
was the reason for Hitler’s rise to power.  Since the Nazis aimed at  action (?) based on 
emotional faith they were anti-intellectual since reasoning involved dis.....of faith, with their sole 
aim “German greatness” they were indifferent to objective truth and would only admit as “true” 
such facts or ideas as assisted their political aims.  Brutality, bestiality, breaches of faith, 
blackmail, bribery, terror and persecution—all were justified in Nazi eyes if they assisted 
attaining the political end. 
 

86. 
 
The doctrine of racial purity was a stimulus to national pride.  The horrible and thorough anti 
Jewish campaign served as a scape goat and provided an otherwise divided people with an aid to 
unity.  But it was on the youth—the coming and fighting generation—that Nazis concentrated.  
When a child was 3 years old Dr Ley stated “they put a little flag into its hands”.  At the age of 
10 the child was made to swear the oath of loyalty which was repeated when he or she joined the 
Hitler Jugend and again when joining the Nazi Party.  The oath was “In the presence of this 
blood hammer which represents our Fuehrer, I swear to devote all my energies, all my strength, 
to the Saviour of our country—Adolph Hitler.  I am willing and ready to give up my life for him, 
so help me God.  One people, one Reich, one Fuehrer.”  And such is the emotional and 
thickheaded mentality of the Germans that they delighted in making Hitler a god. 
 

87. 
 

In doing this job in which I have of necessity an authority far exceeding my rank, I have 
noticed several instances of the countless methods of obstruction and evasion which will be 
employed by the Germans in their efforts to impede our post war control of the country.  It 
strikes me that they will not negotiate in any way.  To them there is one conqueror and one 
beaten party and any concession to facilitate negotiation is considered a weakness to be 
exploited.  Therefore our orders must be definite, no loopholes, and given to their own highest 
authorities, not to subordinates to plead incompetence to carrying out orders and demands.  They 
plead for time, reference to higher authority and try to clog the machinery with long memoranda 
and inaccurate inf....  No liaisons must be set up—it will merely serve their ends, enabling them 
to answer and act as they please and to  
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warn there own people of our orders, inspections and demands.  Orders must be given precisely 
and without any warning whatsoever. 
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Find another German Hospital (German Millionaire mansion  requisitioned—walls lined 
with silk, very palatial) which is full of German wounded including some SS.  Staffed by 
German doctors and run by Wehrmacht.  Do a check for arms with armed escort of Sgts.  
Everyone on their toes.  Move out SS to my SS wing in the other hospital. Take guard rooms and 
put guards in the place. 

 
 Have reorganization—BHQ stays in the Armoury (as a guard), A Tp to No 3 

Camp, B Tp the 2 German hospitals and C Tp the Hospital Block (Typhus) in the main camp and 
its children’s blocks.  All in line  command, definite jobs and better control and were being done.  
Tp? Done by MTO.  Each Tp has a labour officer to look after the huge gangs of Hungarians and 
German men and  

 
89. 

 
women which we are employing. 

 
Evacuate 4 German families from houses and hospital  ..... for B Tp.  Give them 12 hours 

or they will be arrested if not out.  The Czech Major who arrives and “helps”.  Half strangles 
enemy  German orderly he meets, kicks the German chief clerk through the door.  Take photo of 
Goering in the commandant’s office and smashes it, orders commandant himself to climb on the 
safe and get another one down which he then kicks across the office, luckily he wasn’t armed as 
I’m sure he would have shot the lot. 

 
Reception of the women from No1 to No3 now underway, putting 700-800 in a block 

each day, separate blocks for nationalities.  Fetching them up in 3 ton lorries, bath and dust them 
and disinfect their rags in No 1 first.  Have to use steps for lorries, many can’t climb in or out.  
Set up a proper admin block with an organization for registration, meal tickets, etc.  Have 
interpreters for  

 
90. 

 
all languages (selected from the women) in rooms in this block available, also messengers.  The 
language problem is the one that holds up work more than anything.  Have a super interpreter 
following each officer about.  Pick clerks, cooks etc. from among the women, many very 
intelligent girls.  Appoint a block leader for each block.  Increase food ration scales, no one to 
advise on dietary but using common sense.  No washing stuff to increase dysentery.  Difficulty in 
making them use the latrines in each block, they have become natural “squatters”. 
 

Suddenly discover babies are being born every day.  Set aside one block in my children’s 
compound as maternity block using the other two for orphan children.  Children mothers go to 
No 3.  Take all the toys from Bergen and Celle through the Burgamaster—lorry loads of them.  
The men give up their sweet and choc. 
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ration for them. 
 
27 April—yesterday was the lowest death rate since we arrived—in 12 hours 311 died in No 1 
and 127 in Hospital block, also several in both Nos 2 and 3 of course.  Many men seem to die 
during the night; each morning there is a heap outside each hut in No 1. 
 

All the accumulated dead have now been buried and all the pit graves filled in and topped 
off except one.  The regiment has buried at a conservative estimate 17, 000 bodies in No 1 Camp 
alone since we came here.  

 
Collecting clothes for my women from all the local Burgamasters.  Fantastic problems 

attached to this side of the job, indent for 100,000 sanitary towels today as a priority indent.  
Start more cookhouses.  The new maternity block is proving it’s worth—pay a visit and find 
from the MO 1/C that no less than 80 babies are expected within the next 2 weeks 

 
92. 

 
Require extra labour for digging the individual and trench graves in No 2 camp so send to 

the Burgamaster of Celle for 50 German civilians.  He says its impossible so to save time the 
Town Major takes the 2 lorries into the town and picks up off the streets the 50 best dressed men 
and women he can find.  Work them 12 hours and send them home—much to their delight,  they 
thought they were in the camp for good.  Should get another 50 tomorrow—the more who have 
the lesson the better. 

 
 Murky story of two more camps like this on the other side of the River ELBE 

when we cross, one of them reputed to be bigger than this.  The troops who are to take them on 
when the time comes are coming here to learn the ropes.  Our experiences should be useful to 
them but they will be a nuisance having around. 

 
93. 

 
It is impossible to be reasonable with the Germans.  I have just cleared out 4 large 

German families from 4 houses required as TP HQ and gave them permission to leave their 
furniture or store it in one room in each house.  It would have been better to have ordered them 
to pile their stuff outside.  So warped is the German mentality that any sort of concession is 
regarded as a sign of weakness or a fear of retribution. 

 
 These damned liaison officers are a pest—all they do is upset our arrangements, 

moving them own nationals about, asked for special national food, pinching labour etc.  The 
ridiculous Czech officer who tore the medals off the Commandant at the German Hospital and 
order him to hand over all decorations of all his staff.  German Commandant immediately 
complains to RAMC Col. that a British officer has carried this out in contravention of Geneva 
Conv(ention) 
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I go to see the Commandant.  Do not apologise but explain that it was not a British Officer, that 
it was incorrect and that they may wear there decorations.  These stupid hysterical Mid-
Europeans get nothing done with their theatrical behaviour—he will be reprimanded by the Col. 

 
More SS burying parties going sick—admitting them to my SS wing of the German 

Hospital.  Now only 17 fit to work.  The SS wounded who are already there hasten  to explain 
that they are fighting soldiers and have had nothing to do with concentration camps .  Receive 
signal from Second Army telling us to hand all SS over to the comfortable prison in Celle.  Lose 
the signal. 

 
The condition of No 3 very disappointing after 2 days occupation the barrack blocks 

begin to look and smell like No 1.  Appeal to women through interpreters and block leaders to 
try to keep their quarters clean as they find them 

 
95. 

 
the lavatories and floors generally are unspeakably filthy already, they persist in carrying their 
bowls of soup etc. across the squares, up the stairs to their rooms though they can hardly drag 
themselves about and make a mess and heat it up on their stoves.  Excellent clean dining halls 
prepared for them. 

 
April 29. Stepped up intake of women to 1,000 able to walk and better and 600 

stretcher cases a day.  Several attempted suicides each day—one woman ran about in her bare 
feet all over the cross road this morning throwing herself in front of lorries which all missed her.  
Another jumped out of the attic window. 

 
 I am now using a little Czeck girl as an interpreter.  She is 19 and has spent 4 

years in Conc. Camps.  Looking at these poor people I am convinced that those who don’t die of 
Typhus, Typhoid, Enteric or any of the 
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infectious diseases we now have will certainly die of tuberculosis eventually. 
 
 Ample evidence now collected to show that cannibalism was practiced in this camp—
ears, hearts and kidneys apparently great delicacies.   Nothing is too horrible to believe in this 
place.  Also proved that another 3,000 people destined for this camp were killed before we got 
her as they just couldn’t get them in. 
 
 Russians breaking –some looting and returning, some joining a Russian SS General who 
is doing a bit of recruiting in the neighbourhood according to reports received.  Shots flying all 
day and night as the Hungarian and our own guards try to stop them. 
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 SS remaining have now gone to CELLE prison.  Problem of handling the bodies now 
difficult.  Wehrmacht are doing it—many demonstrations such as throwing Iron Crosses on the 
ground and cursing Hitler—all my eye. 
 
 The most disappointing feature is 
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the way the people live now we have got them out of No 1.  in a couple of days the barrack 
blocks are foul.  Have just done a tour of inspection with the various LOs, interpreters and 
women block leaders round all the blocks we have occupied so far—the toilets and wash rooms 
(and passages) are swimming with sewage and puke.  The excuses always that the women are 
too ill to care or to do anything even if ordered.  This is not so—if those who are well enough 
lived cleanly and helped those who are ill we might keep the places reasonably clean.  As it is I 
am using German women which I need for other jobs.  The misguided Liaison Officers of the 
various nationals infuriate me—the French man has looted the area and brought in quantities of 
food for the French only which is making them all sick and has  
 

 
98. 

 
stuffed the French black with piles of old clothes, rags, etc. which is just what I want to avoid.  
The Jugoslav fellow moved half his block to another one during the night—I almost struck him 
when I found out.  Trouble is they all think of themselves only and when I order them to do 
something else it almost provokes an International situation.  Med and Hygiene assistance is 
desperately required in No 3—put in further pleas today (April 30).  We must try and discipline 
these women even if we have to bully them and threaten to send them back to No 1.  They know 
they can do as they please with the British—that’s the trouble.  They are all expert thieves and 
have sunk to the level of very dirty animals as a result of their recent environment. 
 
 Hold a meeting of all the women Block leaders and appeal to them to  
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try to help themselves.  Shall try to get more German women and give 6 to each Block to work 
on the toilets and washrooms under the supervision of the internees—they’ll make them work! 
 
 The only chance I get to look on any as individuals is when I use an interpreter.  Today I 
took around a blonde Jewess aged 28 who lived in Czechoslovakia and speaks 4 languages.  She 
is quite alone and knows that her husband, her child and both her parents have all died in 
concentration camps yet she can say she is grateful for the British and what we are doing here.  
My little Check interpreter has contracted Typhus, how tragic to have spent years in these camps, 
to be freed, to work for us a day or two and then to die of Typhus.  Though we don’t stop to 
think, the risk of infection we all are receiving is frightening by normal standards but life now 
isn’t normal.  Have a bath and cover myself with anti-louse powder each day and hope for the 
best. 
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 The Russian women are the hardiest.  It almost cheers me up to see a load of them arrive 
in No 3 with their handkerchiefs around their heads, old and young and reasonably healthy in 
many cases.  Sometimes they even sing folk songs, incredible.  How beauty stands out in these 
surroundings where all are dressed in rags and fresh from the showers and duster!  It’s very, very 
rare that one sees a woman that one notices as such, dressed or undressed.  Today I saw a really 
beautiful young Russian girl, though her recent life made her unhealthy, very thin and ruined her 
hands and skin, one could still notice that under normal conditions she would be outstanding.  
Turns out to be a ballerina. 
 
 Many are volunteering to stay in No 1 helping us as interpreters and with the nursing and 
feeding.  Their selflessness is beyond all praise, they must be longing to be evacuated, as they 
can be, but they decide to stay.  I find that in almost every case they are not people with relatives 
to look after but are quite alone having lost all their family.  They feel there is little for them 
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outside this camp as well as in it.  Three of the women interpreters contracted Typhus today. 
 
 Today is May Day and most of the Russians who are about find bit of red ribbon or cloth 
from among the rags to tie on their arms. 
 
 May 2.  Back from a morning in No 1.  Trying to speed up the sausage machine of 
evacuation from No 1 to No 3 of the women.  Doctors collect from the huts in 3 ton lorries these 
fit to walk and better for No 3, others who are worse but have a chance are sent in ambulances 
Hospital Block, those who are hopeless are left to die.  Those who come up to the Hospital are 
undressed, their rags burned, and sent in a blanket or stretcher by ambulance.  On arrival this end 
they are scrubbed and dusted and put to bed.  600 a day.  Those destined for No 3 are cleaned at 
No 1 before leaving and this is a slow process.  In batches of 40 or 50 they go into a hut for 
registration, then to 
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another but where they undress and are allowed to put on a jacket or coat and shoes or clogs 
only.  Then to the wash house—leave their coats and shoes in the outer room, collect soap and 
towel and go under the showers.  I spent a good 15 minutes in the shower hut—about 20 showers 
in one big hut with concrete floor –whilst arguing with the team about speeding up but it’s quite 
obvious we can’t do it any quicker unless we get more showers, the poor things haven’t the 
energy to stand hardly, much less wash thoroughly and quickly.  None of them resent our 
presence and only or two of those who have been in the camp the shortest time and consequently 
look a little better, even bother to turn their backs as they wash.  What a job for us—why was I 
given the women when we split up our duties?  After washing they go into the anti room, dry 
themselves and put on their shoes and coats 
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then to the room where they left their clothes.  Here they are dusted naked and their clothes 
dusted and finally when they are dressed they are given another squirt and their heads thoroughly 
done.  Then in the lorries and up to camp 3.  Many collapse under this treatment and have to be 
transferred to the ambulances and Hospital Block.  Taking 1000 a day into camp 3, 600 a day 
into Hospital (women ONLY in both cases) 
 
 No 1 now looking better.  After about 0900 in the morning when the bodies brought out 
of the huts overnight have been picked up, the place looks reasonably clean.  The huts 
themselves of course are still the same.  About 300 a day now dying—the block leaders and 
internees bring them out of the huts themselves and, as the SS have gone to a comfortable prison 
in CELLE, we now have wehrmacht soldiers handling the bodies and putting them into  
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the pit.  Have to supply them with gas clothing, gloves, hoods and boots before they will do the 
job. 
 
 Have to put women in stable blocks, getting board floors done and stoves from our 
blocks.  Setting a special Hospital Block in NO 3 for mothers and babies up to 3 months old.  At 
present they up with babies only a few days old, and go in with rest of women, difficult to give 
them any special attention such as extra milk, etc.  When I get them all together in one block we 
can get a few nurses and give them extra food etc. 
 
 Have an inspection of my orphan and maternity Home.  Proudly taken round by the 
Russian nurse in charge—a tough and kindly woman LUBA who saved the lives of dozens of 
orphan babies in No 1 before we came.  She has lost her husband, child, parents and 4 brothers in 
concentration camps.  On the whole it cheers one up to see this place—many of the children are 
looking better, it is clean, 
 

105. 
 
they have beds with sheets (though there are four babies in each bed 2 top and 2 bottom), flowers 
are around and masses of toys which I took last week from German homes in CELLE.  Some of 
them are poor little creatures though, pitifully thin, with sores and rickets and quite 
expressionless faces.  The Gypsy ones are like little monkeys—all together in one room.  A room 
full of Typhus cases, another fevers and so on.  The more healthy and older ones help each other 
and live in a separate block.  Ushered into room where all the new mothers with babies up to a 
week or so old are still in bed—about a dozen busy feeding their infants quite regardless of the 
commandant!  See the newest arrival—2 hours old—and its mother who is in great spirits—tells 
me the baby is so big but it looks awfully small to me—she hangs on to me and through the 
interpreter pours out thanks and asks my name to give to  
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the little Russian baby.  Fix up several things for the hospital—more stoves, getting 80 cribs that 
rock made for them, extra baths and, if possible, extra nurses.  Alec the family man on the job. 
 
 The blond Jewish Czeck interpreter who accompanied me tells me that this trip was her 
happiest experience in 4 years.  Tells me about the German “selection” parades where the 
Germans paraded all the girls naked and sent the unattractive one to the gas chamber.  She had 
survived 3 selections. 
 
 May 3.  Busy all day setting up organisations (a) for the mothers’ home where we can put 
those with very young babies, give them more attention and special food and (b) for bathing and 
changing of clothes for the women.  Have very large quantities of commandeered clothes and 
underclothes and shoes.  Plan to do 600 women a day, showers, dusted and fitted out with all 
new things, old rags burned and their quarters dusted 
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whilst they are being done.  Careful selection of the men to do this job, want chaps who just get 
on with it as an important job and not spend all the time looking at the women.  System of 
checking who has been through and who has new clothes, stop them stealing extra, etc.  Trouble 
is not a large percentage are sufficiently well to undergo this yet. 
 
German women as permanent latrine wallahs in the blocks under the supervision of the women is 
working well.  All blocks much cleaner and smell better.  Secure another 2000 beds for the stone 
floored stables with the mothers with babies.  Also stoves and lite (?) for stables.  Opening the 
sixth cookhouse in Camp 3 tomorrow each to do 2000 people for 3 meals a day.  Now trying to 
use Hungarian cooks and cook houses for Hungarian blocks and so on.  Great trouble of mixing 
Czecks and French or Russies and Poles as cooks. 
 
Go round Typhus blocks—now over 8000 patients in them.  Fix  
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up a system whereby the relatives in No 2 and 3 can find out how its patients are each day.  
Surprised at the lack of emotion when they see their friends and relatives posted as died—these 
people are past demonstration and almost past emotion of any kind except hunger. 
 
 Doctors are now discovering a lot of VD in the camps. 
 
 Two Rabbis arrive, one from Leeds and one Jugoslav.  Fix them up with an office and put 
them onto welfare queries and burials of Jews.  Take half an hour to show them round a few 
blocks, they seemed dazed and concentrate on odd individuals but soon I think they will be 
useful, once they get used to the idea of doing all possible for the greatest number.  They are 
very impressed by the solicitude and attention of my men—we watch two husky guns helping 
the poor things down the steps out of the lorries with the usual flow of repartee “Steady 
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(Next page is numbered 104) 
 

104 (again) 
 
Ma”,  “move along then”, “Rusky? Over to the right—Polski over on the left” etc.  They do this 
for 12 hours a day, shepherding them, helping those who can’t walk very well, smiling at them, 
issuing blankets and meal tickets and food bowls and spoons and mugs, feeding them in great 
queues from 800 in the morning to 900 at night, wrestling with a thousand queries in a dozen 
languages.  After being treated like cattle by the Germans what an impression it must make on all 
these poor people. 
 
 We listen to the momentous news but soon forget it—we are all so immersed in this 
gigantic job of work.  A few days ago when the Luftwaffe came to life and attacked the ELBE 
bridges I understand we were to have gone forward a usual to do it but Second Army decided we 
leave us her to carry on the work so another LAA regiment was brought through and we 
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sent them extra ammunition. 
 
 May 5.  The capitulation of all forces in NW Germany, Denmark, Holland etc to 2nd 
Army exp.  We emulate the Russians in Moscow and mark the occasion by firing a salute, 10 
rounds auto with all 54 guns and at 0800 hours, the effective time of the surrender.  Line up my 
guns in Hindenburg Street in Belsen Camp, all in action, tractors away, dets rear .  Warn the 
women as it may frighten them to death.  At 0755 layers .....take post, DCs stand behind guns 
watching me and on the last pip of 0800 hr No 1 gun fires then all the others in rotation—2 ½ 
minutes of rapid fire.  A fine sight—all the guns at 45 degrees stabbing flame and barking as 
only the old Bofers can.  The smell of cordite and sense of might of the guns, shall we fire again 
I wonder!  Hard to realise all the actions these guns have fought when one sees them all still in 
brand new condition 
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firing a salute in the middle of a concentration camp in German.  17 out of the Battery’s 18 guns 
are the ones we brought to Normandy, only 1 was completely destroyed and replaced, though 
most of them have been hit at one time or another.  I notice after the cease fire and when the guns 
are back in the .... and are being cleaned, the crews are all very quick—the DC particularly 
offensive to the men about its maintenance.  I know how they feel—they are thinking of the 
countless times they have winched and manhandled their guns into and out of actions , of the 
more than 1000 miles they have dragged it, of the way they have looked after it, of the actions 
and swastikas on the gun shield. 
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 Read out a message of thanks and congratulations from L Gen Dempsey Comd Second 
Army.  In these surroundings we find it difficult to celebrate, rather a feeling of thankfulness 
predominates, and we remember those whom we knew personally in the Rgt. and those 
 

107 (again) 
 
whom we didn’t know, who have not been so lucky. 
 
 BELSEN is no 1 priority for evacuation of fit DPs and PWs to the national camps.  We 
have 6000 Russians and 5000 Poles ready to go as soon as they give the word. 
 
 Have a good assortment of German civ(ilian) cars in use and our Jeeps off the road for 
overhaul and painting.  Have 1 Mercedes, 1 auto union, and 3 Opels and 1 Lancia.  The auto 
union was the late commandant’s and I am using that with “Commander RA” writ large on back 
and front. 
 
 To celebrate the German surrender we have a Battery Party which includes a gargantuan 
feast.  11 officers and Ft Lt Sharp RAF consume 6 chickens, with odds and ends (taken from the 
Russian looters) 2 dozen bottles of very decent Hock from a German cellar, 2 bottles of Gin and 
3 of whisky.  Am handicapped by lumbago which is making me quite sick—can’t sleep 
comfortably or walk about.  Organise a few of the old blood sports just the same.  The Col calls.  
The RAF rep is carried out very early.   
 

`Have a Union Jack at last and 
 

108 (again) 
 

and she flies on my flag pole on the lawn outside the office where once the Swastika flew.  Every 
time a Russian comes past he looks up, every German (slave workers now) goes by with his head 
down. 
 
 Can’t stop the women making little fires all over the place as they used to do in Camp 1.  
This morning as I was crossing a square there was an explosion and screams—a women with her 
leg blown off by a stick grenade which was being used as fuel apparently.  We have moved lorry 
load after lorry load of arms, ammunition, grenades etc. from armouries in the top floors of the 
blocks. 
 
 The victory is getting in the way of our work—laying on a parade with so much to be 
done and all the vehicles in use. 
 
 Depressing response from the new woman RAMC Major and her staff who have now 
arrived and are looking after the children and Maternity.  They say that almost every one of the 
new babies develops symptoms of syphilis at about 10 days old,  
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Many will die and those which live will be defectives, cripples, blind, etc. 
 
 The thing to remember about BELSEN is that here the Germans practiced degradation 
and starvation as their main policy, implementing this with killings by injection etc to keep the 
numbers manageable.  The degree of degradation achieved was so low that I really think the 
people who have been here long will never be able to think or act like human beings again.  This 
was the biggest Jew camp in Germany.  The cultured elements must have gone the first—the 
conditions made it impossible for them to continue to live—3 tubs of turnips or soup were carted 
to each of the huts containing 200-300 people and made for 40, they either had to fight for the 
food like beasts and eat it with their hands or starve.  One can imagine the people of refinement 
giving up the struggle.  Inter-national hatred and strife arose readily out  
 

110. 
 
of this beastly environment—the Germans encouraging it by giving privilege to the Poles or 
some other race.  Murders common according to the records. 
 
 8 May-- We celebrate the VE day in BELSEN Camp, difficult to spare any time to lay it 
all on but we achieve a fine show, never to be forgotten by us all.  Employ hundreds of Germans 
PWs to clean and polish all our guns, tractors and motorcycles and spare a small squad to repaint 
and sign the Jeeps.  Load Carriers are left out of the parade except RASC pln. (?)  March past 
saluting base in Hindenburg St, very impressive display –all 69 Motorcycles in pairs at 10’ 
intervals first—all the Bty Jeeps and Tractors and guns head to tail—congratulated on my Btys 
turnout by the CO and other odd ranks who came for the occasion.  Russian guard of honour, a 
few Americans (with a huge Old Glory).  Tour of camp 3 where the fitter of the women had 
gathered masses of lilac which they handed to the lads to deck up the guns etc—even the 
weakest 
 

111. 
 
looking out of the windows raised a smile and a feeble wave—if for no other reason the parade 
was worth while for this—it gave the women something to think about, perhaps it registered that 
they were free.  Then the Jeeps and Motorcycles peeled off and the Tractors went out to the 
German Parade Ground in No 2 Camp.  All 54 guns pulled into a hollow square with 368 on the 
right of course, and then the tractors tore off to the edge of the huge parade ground.  All guns in 
action on wheels with 2 pads down, angle 40*, DCs in rear.  Everyone warned of the coming row 
and the fire, first all 54 guns fire 10 rounds auto together, colossal display, dust, flame, crashing 
salvo, so stunning then everyone dead quiet when they stop.  This was a LAA (Light Anti 
Aircraft) barrage.  Then we fired 10 rounds single  shot which is even more impressive to me—
all guns firing as one the tracer going up on 3 sides then the  sound of the  
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shells bursting in the sky, then the next salvo.  Nearly 3000 pounds worth of ammunition!  
“Cease Fire”—54 DCs guns “unload“ and the troops come out of action in order of troops—368 
leading.  A first class Tattoo standard and something to be proud of.  All officers have a buffet 
and booze in a rearguard at RHQ and ....the kitty as a finale—3 sprained ankles and 1 knee.  This 
is the third night in succession.  Some BHQ party for the Bty officers. .....Bty conditions at the 
RHQ and now this.  Also have a WOs and Sgts do at BHQ afterwards to which the Col comes 
with the adjt.  I provide the Hock and chickens are on the usual scale—1 per 2 Sgts. 
 
 The Greek women are a great example to the rest.  I only 250 and have them in one of 
stables—beds downstairs where there is a stone floor, palliasses only in the loft and plenty of 
stoves.  Today I went round and found the place clean and brushed and  
 

113. 
 
sacking down as a carpet, small tables with white clothes, flowers, lavatories working, and all of 
them happy and profusely thankful.  These women were as badly off as any when they came up 
from No 1, yet compare their quarters with the Poles and Hungarians which are like neglected 
latrines.  The Poles refused to go into the stables at first then when they consented to do so 
promptly fouled the whole place and sat sullenly in it complaining that they were victimised 
because they were Poles. 
 
 The Commandant’s wife came today to ask if she could move back into her house which 
I am using as a mess.  Very polite, very much like an Englishwoman on the surface.  On my very 
curt refusal she politely enquired whether she could come and tend her garden with a gardener 
and reap the result.  Again refused and sent packing.  This innocent looking bitch lived just 
outside the wire of No 1 camp—calmly tending  
 

114. 
 
her flowers and taking her baby out in the garden. 
 
 At BUCHENWALD it is now proved that the Camp doctor presented the Commandant’s 
wife with a set of “parchment” lamp shades made of human skins. 
 
 We have an atrocity Commission here now compiling a report.  I must have a copy of 
that. 
 
 The interpreter I have been using for the past 3 or 4 days is in bed.  I visit her, find her 
with a high fever—Typhus.  She was nice little girl, had survived 3 years forced labour and a few 
weeks in this camp before we came—now to die with not a friend or relative near her. 
 
 An epidemic among the Hungarians—160 down this morning with fever. 
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 Visit the Commandant of the German Military Hospital now moved 40 Kms. away, to see 
how the SS are faring.  Of  those we used for burying only 3 are still alive and all 3 have 
 

115. 
 
Typhus.  Good chow—as intended.  The swinish E.....still alive.  Make it clear to the 
Commandant and to the new British guard that in the rare possibility of these 3 recovering they 
are NOT to stay with the other SS wounded POWs, but must be sent to CELLE prison as war 
criminals. 
 
 BRA calls and pats everyone on the back.  113 have more cat 1 kills than any other AA 
Regiment in 2 Army.  More awards coming? (his ?)  He is fresh from a meeting with the 
Russians and a Gen had told him of the Russian casualty figures for the war which will never be 
published.  Between 10 and 15 millions killed.  The price of stopping the Germans with their 
modern equipment with masses of Russians with their bare hands and Molotov Cocktails etc. and 
bad organization in the early days. 
 

116. 
 
12 May.  Weather more wonderful—making all the difference to the women who sit and sleep 
out in the sunshine.  Just done my daily round, found the sanitary conditions in the blocks and 
stables improving with a few exceptions.  Lavatories being used by having a ‘Policewomen’, 
from a roster of the occupants on duty in each latrine.  German women labour—getting extra 
daily from nearby towns to do the dirty work.  Many ill in every block—the special sick bay 
which I had set up in each block not adequate—a woman died in MB2 whilst I was there—
wailing and pandemonium.  Women swamp me for extra doctors—we can’t do more unless they 
give us more.  Have 2 qualified German nurses who are working 16 hours a day.  167 died in my 
camp yesterday including 4 babies. 
 

117. 
 
One of the CTp has Typhus.  De-louse my civ. lav.  The Mothers Home OK—better food, every 
mother has a ...complete and all the babies are outside on the lawn in the sun, quite pleasant to 
see them until one reflects that 9 out of every 10 has congenital syphilis.  Bath house besieged—
Russies and Hungarians going strong today, my men working like slaves and the women who are 
dishing out  the clothes, heat in the place frightful, this morning at 0800 they were besieging the 
place and have broken a door and 2 windows trying to get in. 
 
Can only do 60 at a time—30 being registered, 30 showers and change clothes and dusting.  
Started a separate shoe shop in a tent next door—very difficult to guard everything—confirmed 
thi9eves, they come out with other  
 

118. 
 
clothes hidden in their knickers etc.  They don’t like the dusting after showers and some have to 
be forcibly done—sign of spirit is a good sign however.  This morning a beautiful Russian 
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Jewess asked me if she could please be excused the dusting as she had no lice—I told her I 
believed she was clean but no exceptions could be made and she agreed.  A beautiful face and 
body stand out amid the hundreds of emaciated and shapeless ones—wish we could get corsets.  
They need em! 
 
 First new case of VD in the men.  Have parade and impress once again.  The horror of 
VD—not worth risking for the sake of a month or two—all these women, even the better ones 
are probably ................  3 of my interpreters were in the special brothel kept by the Germans for 
the Block Leaders, that may they got preferential treatment and adequate food. 
 

119. 
 
 Short of clothes again.  Instruct all local Burgameisters to collect one complete set of 
clothes (incl. shoes, underclothes, hats, etc.) from every man, woman and child in the area. 
 
 Have the High Commissioner for New Zealand and a huge party round.  They are in a 
hurry and see nothing and anyway I haven’t the time to be a guide. 
 
 First new cases of VD in the Regiment appearing. 
 
 The most horrible story of all is now put together.  Over 400 cases of cannibalism have 
been proved from the evidence of internee doctors, bodies and first hand proof.  Ears, then liver 
and kidneys of bodies were eaten.  No flesh to cut off these skeletons. 
 
 BELSEN was the death camp—no one ever came out. 
 
 Dr. KLEIN, the chief murderer here, was seen to first inject a batch of prisoners and then 
before their eyes to fill his cigarette lighter with the same liquid—petrol. 
 
 Here there was a roll call every morning at 0500 of everyone—living and dead.  Those 
who were too ill to  
 

120. 
 
walk were helped or carried by those who could.  The dead were brought out and laid in a row in 
front of the ranks.  This roll call was held outside in all weather, every day,  many died on return 
to their huts or when still on parade. 
 
 Beatings here were  very frequent--often the prisoners themselves were made to do the 
beating of men and women.  It was usually across the kidneys and they died within a few hours. 
 
14 May.  One of my men dies of Typhus.  Capt. Oshom is very ill in hospital.  No one allowed to 
see him.  What shocking luck after coming through all the shelling, mortaring and bombing to 
die of disease.  I suppose its remarkable that we haven’t had more of the chaps down, we have to 
be amongst it to get the job done. 
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 Have great arguments with doctors re extra rations—the diet sheets are ridiculous—2 
ounces of flour, 1 pint of milk, ½ oz salt, etc all wasting food for people with dysentery.    They 
are getting stronger and are 
 

121. 
  
hungry.  Prevail after several days of argument.  Now feeding 1700 at each of my 6 cookhouses 
in Camp 3 in addition to the mothers and children who have special kitchens in their blocks.  
More are using the dining halls—good sign. 
 
 Bread getting better.  First it was 100% rye—all we could get, black dry and iron hard.  
Then we got some German meal 20% and 80% rye.  Then 40%-60%.  Now we have white flour 
and the bread is 40 % rye 20 % meal and 40% white, result a loaf like an English brown Loaf, 
lighter and larger for the same ingredients, and fresher.  No yeast so we use sour dough to make 
it rise a little and counter the sour taste with salt in the mixture. 
 
 Death rate going down, more doctors and medical students and BRC nurses arrived.  
Women are getting back to normal, making themselves clothes of blankets, palliasses and 
altering the German clothes we have 
 

122. 
 
got them.  We got a few knives and forks and gave them to the clerks, blockleaders and 
interpreters—the first time many of them had used such things in 5 or 6 years. 
 
18 May. We are burning the huts and ground in Camp No 1—shall have the final show on 
Monday 21 May and in the meantime we are burning 3 or 4 a day.  The roofs are tarred and they 
go up with dense smoke—have flame throwers scorching the ground—it’s a fine sight to see 
those places destroyed by fire. 
 
 The condition of the women improves every day, better food, better clothes, and now we 
are evacuating less crowded acc....Yesterday we sent off all the French, Belgian and Dutch.  
When they had gone we recovered a 3 ton lorry load of stolen food out of the French block. 
 
 Now that things are a little less chaotic the individual cases can receive more attention 
and one takes an interest in individuals rather than numbers and categories; very ill, ill and well. 

123. 
 
Today in the bath house I became involved in a case.  The Czeck Jewish girl who does the issue 
of soap and towels, who usually raises a smile and a good morning on my daily round, was 
looking very miserable—asked why and it appears today was her favourite brother’s birthday.  
She comes from a very wealthy family in E Czecko Slovakia (his spelling) her father was a brick 
factory owner and she was the only daughter and always had all she wanted.  Then the Germans 
took them all—she lost track of her father and brothers and her mother finished up at Auschwitz.  
At the mention of that camp she covered her face and wouldn’t speak about it.  Then they 
separated her from mother and brought her to Belsen 6 weeks before we came.  Sobbing she said 
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her mother was beautiful and they were always taken for sisters, she looked so young.  She is 
now 21, a nice girl.  She says she doesn’t want to be sick again—nothing except to 
 

124. 
 
be with kind people, free and have simple food to eat.  I take her to the Jewish Padre and Czeck 
Liaison officer, crying and thanking me all the way, poor child.  It’s pretty hopeless at this stage 
trying to trace people. 
 
19 May. More newsreel cameramen, they are rather late for horrors but plenty of 
interesting shots.  Film a Jewish service which is being held on square in No 3 Camp and the 
burning of No 1 Camp.  Terrific display today; have burned over 40 huts, one lot of 9 at once.  
Using Bren Carrier Flame Throwers, one 1 sec jet through the open door and the hut is a blazing 
inferno in a couple of minutes.  Heat terrific—Tom Yates and I get in a corner with our cars and 
find that we can’t get out of the ....... 
 
Food now more like normal rations; today’s menu for 11000 women in Camp 3 is breakfast 
porridge, milk, bread and butter and liver sausage; dinner boiled meat and rice, spinach, boiled 
potatoes; tea pint of milk with tea, 
 

125. 
 
bread and butter, tinned herrings.  Extra delicacies for the mothers and children. 
 
 People who we have evacuated to CELLE are hitching and hiking back!  Say they are 
being treated badly, soup and bread and 1 blanket on floor, they think this place is wonderful. 
 
 More threats of taking us away and more frenzied appeals for Military Gov. to Army to 
keep us. 
 
 A German woman doctor who had refused to believe the truth about concentration camps 
is sent from 200 Kms away, to work here.    Put in a room with two other women doctors by 
rows, filled with beds, she asks to see me!  She is very smart, good looking, well dressed, speaks 
excellent English.  She says she doesn’t know why she has been brought here; wants a room of 
her own—not accustomed to sharing a room, wants special feeding arrangements, etc etc.  The 
sauce of the woman almost renders me speechless—almost. 
 
 Evacuation from Camp 3 going apace.  Today (21 May) we send off 2200 Russians, have 
just been down to see them off, hand shaking very exhausting.  All told 24 hours..... 
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and we didn’t have it fixed until late last night.  The Russians are very good; do as they are told 
by their leaders and are easy to handle.  Tomorrow we send off 1200 Czecks and 200 other 
Easterners, Gypsies etc.  Weds. 1700 Poles.  At the same time we are taking fit people out of the 
hospital block—rationing and acc. Very difficult with so few of us. 
 
 A Czeck officer arrives and has words with our Czeck LO.  Hear I am to be awarded a 
Czeck decoration!  If the other nationalities did likewise, I would rival Evans of the Brake! 
 
 Rumour rife as to our next move.  (1)We are to do a 500 mile trip to Antwerp to hand in 
our equipment (2)we are to have a week or so of rest by the Baltic (3)we are to go to Denmark 
(4)we are to go to Kiel (5)we are to be taken to England complete as a reward for cleaning up 
Belsen—what a hope. 
 

127. 
 
 The 2 Czeck Jewish girls dishing out clothes in the bathhouse.  Have long talk during a 
slack spell among all the women.  The usual harrowing history.  One of them now 20, 4 years in 
camps, saw her mother taken away to be killed, all her family gone.  Not a soul in the world she 
knows except a few girls in this camp.  She was in a camp in Estonia, told of people working in 
the cold temperatures up there without shoes, frost bite common.  She was the personal servant 
of the SS man who was in charge of her eager(?) –cooked, cleaned his clothes, etc.  This man 
apparently killed hundreds with his revolver, and many times she has got him a meal and god 
knows what else, after he had shot one of her friends.  Not made of the stuff of Charlotte Cordray 
but only a girl of 18 taken from home and scared to death. 
 
The other girl’s story is very much the same—no one left.  She is 20 also and is one of 24 
survivors of a crowd of well over 1000 
 

128. 
 
young girls who were in workers camps etc. before coming to Belsen.  She is very dark, beautiful 
eyes, and anxious to do anything to help us here—obviously a girl of refinement.  She has TB 
I’m sure.  They are very honest about their future—they both say they must go back to Prague 
eventually because no one in any other country will support them.  When they do go back (they 
want to stay here and help us as long as possible) they will have to depend on charity.  They do 
not want to go to Palestine.  They want to find a Man who will marry them they frankly admit, 
but they say “who would marry us—look at us, no hair, so thin”.  One says “It would seem a pity 
to commit suicide after surviving the last 4 years”. 
 
 Try to cheer them up—give them some of my supply of chocolate which I carry in the car 
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show them Nita’s photograph in uniform which does the trick—they go into transports of 
admiration congra......and comparisons “Her hair—isn’t it wonderful” “she has Jewish eyes” 
“When will you marry?”  “Are you not afraid when she is in the RAF?”  and so on.  The 
interlude is broken off by 50 naked women clamouring for clothes and they return to work 
looking more alive than before.  If only one had time to treat them as individuals. 
 
 People are still hiking back from other camps as we evacuate—spread the story of the 
conditions and how good this place is with the result no one wants to leave now! 
 
U.S. Typhus commission came back to study the cases of Typhus amongst the Tps here—all our 
men were inoculated and all regularly dusted yet we have had cases, no deaths. 
 

130. 
 
the ceremonial burning of the last hut in concentration camp –masses of people and all the gang 
of BRCP etc who arrived here late fighting to get in front as the newsreel men take pictures.  Cat 
Bird makes speech—he has only been here a fortnight. Of the gang on the platform only 2 have 
been here all the time—the CO and Lt Col Johnston. 
 
 Facts are gradually being brought to prove that it was the intention to kill all the 
occupants of all concentration camps before we got to them so that evidence in the appalling 
form which we discovered it would not be available.  Many high ranking Wehrmacht officers say 
they refused to obey an order of Hitler to shoot all PWs also, when it became apparent they had 
lost. Though this may be their way of gaining favour in our eyes or not it does savour of the Mad 
Hitler mind.  The killing of all the people in concentration 
 

131. 
 
camps however had the backing of everyone and was only prevented by the rapidity of our 
advance in the last 2 weeks. 
 
 Marianne, the little Czeck artist presented us with a picture of a body in No 1 “To the 
Commandant so that he will never forget Belsen”--as though I could.  She used to do cartoons 
and gay pictures before she was taken—now see what she does.  We are using her as a signwriter 
so she apologised that the drawing was not as detailed as she would have liked it to be, but 
nevertheless it brings back the atmosphere at once.  Put it in a metal tube and shall take it home. 
 
 Also have a copy of the interim report prepared before the JAG atrocities commission 
arrived.  File in my Personal File. 
 
23 May—we definitely go tomorrow.  They tell us we shall have the best of everything and are 
sending us to the Baltic coast for 10 days rest—at 
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corps when we go to find supplies etc.  they all edge away—scared to death of catching Typhus 
from us.  The people here have heard and are protesting—still we have been here 5 weeks and 
everything is now going smoothly and evacuations well advanced.  Merely a matter of carrying 
on our system and organisation.  Pioneers taking over.  I wish I was staying on until the last fit 
internee was evacuated. 
 
24 May—leave BELSEN move to HARBOURG, South of HAMBURG for night—stage in old 
German Barracks, much bombed.  Leave guns in locked up sheds.  Sleep in small concrete cell 
myself.  The army Comd, General Dempsey is flying down to address us specially tomorrow 
before we move on for 10 days rest—the first we have had since June 44 except for 4 days at 
HEYST last September. 
 

133. 
 
We rehearse the parade for the Gen. but the following morning it pours with rain so we get into a 
huge gym.  The bad flying weather does not stop the Gen. as was expected, he arrives on time 
and gives a short speech thanking us for our work at BELSEN.  He says our experiences come to 
few men, we have seen vividly what we have been fighting against “this evil thing, the depths to 
which these base people can sink”.  This will not be recorded on your battle honours as an action 
for once you as soldiers have served humanity in a way other than fighting for freedom, survival 
and a decent way of life “you have earned the thanks of Second Army in fact it would not be too 
much to say you have earned the thanks of the British Empire, 
 

134. 
 
by your magnificent achievements in the worst place any of us have ever seen”.  He came to see 
us alone—no other units in the Brigade or ............The battery commds were then introduced, and 
we had a long and interesting chat in the Mess afterwards.  368  brigade provided the guard. 
 
 Move off again up to the Baltic Coast for 10 days rest.  Army doing everything possible 
for us—beer, cinemas, NAAFI (Navy, Army and Air Force Inst.) band etc.  Go on the Reich 
Autobahn to LUBECK—great road, funny traveling without the guns.  We have a road house 
midway between the facilities of LUBECK and the Baltic coast at TRAVEMUNDE.  All under 
canvas except Sgts(?) lines of tr....(whole Bty) in a field by the Autobahn  with a commandeered 
flag   
 

135. 
 
staff erected and the Jack flying.  After the war the camp looked like the popular conception of 
an army for the first time!  Weather cold and windy unfortunately.                             
 
 “Resting” is a peculiar word in the Army—unless we are completely catered for the 
cooks, drivers, etc. can’t rest.  Neither can the officers.  Have organised the Bty as well as 
possible for everyone to have as much time  to themselves with facilities available if they want 
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them.  Employ 19 Rumanian girls as cooks and orderlies, have dance band playing for meals and 
in evening, 1 bottle of U.S. beer per man for lunch and good food, late reveille and breakfast, bus 
services into LUBEK for cinemas, ENRA concerts and trips on SS Seahawk down to 
TRAVEMUNDE to see the docks and U Boats, etc. with free beer on board, few seen bathing at 
NIENDORF on private beach etc.  Take    
 

136. 
 
6 outboard speedboats from local man and several canoes and launch.  Get loud cheers when I 
announce this programme over  the mike in the dining hall—one dampener is when I have all the 
tents struck and lined up properly—can’t stand the gypsy look and these Boche must be 
impressed. 
 
 The Germans inherent blind obedience to authority is making our job easier—ask them if 
they can do something and they point out all the difficulties—order them and it is done. 
 
 Go with Burgameister to take over a house—the wife comes to the door and is told she 
has 24 hours to be out—only when we are about to go does she timidly mention that her aged 
parents are both bed-ridden—opens the bedroom door for us to see.  The German Burgameister 
says “no matter—they must go”.  I take another house next door and move the family into the 
first house. 

137. 
 
 The Russian sector is only 6 miles away.  Mil Gov tells us shocking stories of the Russian 
methods—raiding parties into towns, pick up a lorry load of young girls for rape and return them 
next morning in a half dead state, one girl to 20-30 soldiers. 
 
 The camp is besieged with German girls, provocatively dressed and obviously eager to be 
picked up.  This non fraternization problem is going to be acute.  I wish we could be sent to 
Denmark.  Am employing 19 young Rumanian girls—ex slaves in the cookhouse which is a help 
but 19 isn’t many among 240 men.  Have taken over a lot of Power oar type outboard motor 
boats—interesting cruising up the river through the old Hanseatic part of LUBECK and up to the 
Baltic.  See N.O.I.C. ahead greeting some fast and large Air Sea Rescue craft. 
 

138. 
 
Take over a German Torpedo recover craft like an MTB—huge diesel engines.  Pitch off the 
German crew and take its ensign.  In perfect order but can’t start it for lack of compressed air.  
Get compressed air from a fishing fleet escort vessel and get it cracking.  Magnificent shop—
tricky getting the hang of it.  Petra and Joe are engineers and have mastered the engines, pumps, 
lights etc.  Self, Bill, Tony and Robby do the steering and navigating, charts of the river and 
Baltic all there. 
 
Dan and Jack deckhands and Freddie provisioning.  Tony also “sparks“ have m....se and lamps 
R109 working.  Can’t do more than half speed in the river, even then the wash is driving the 
sunbathing Boche from the banks.  Interesting going up to TRAVEMONDE –have to get the 
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bridge opened to get through pass shipyards with U boats half completed, cross sections in mass 
production, 4 floating docks half built 
 

139. 
 
several large merchantmen, etc. 2 scuttled or sunk by RAF U boats and one flack ship.  Have to 
tie in at river mouth and tell the Bty guarding the entrance if we go out to sea or they open fire! 
This is a millionaire’s life—ward room very comfortable, good galley, huge rubber dinghy with 
sails, etc for swimming.  369 have a similar but smaller craft and have kept a German crew--to 
hell with that. 
 
 Plenty of wine etc now available.  We have Burgundy for dinner every night—1934, 
would cost 30/ a bottle at home in peace time—a good stock of Hock including some 
Leibfraumilch, champagne and schnapps and German gin.  Cigars at  ....We won the war 
anyway. 
 
 In this part of Germany at any rate one is forcibly impressed by the obvious heath and 
happiness of the civilians, especially the children.  I can’t remember seeing a sickly or dirty child 
and there are plenty of them since we arrived up here. 
 

140. 
 
We hold a Thanksgiving Service by the sea at TRIMMENDORF STRAND and march past the 
Bdr Comd in the rain.  Stand with a guard of honour of Commandos.  368 lead the march of 
course—worn out returning salutes from British and German troops—weird situation. 
 
 Evidence published about the Nazi shrines which we had heard about.  Impressive 
buildings found with stained glass windows, pictures of Hitler, Hess, Goering etc.  equivalent to 
a church.  The Nazi cult was to be made a national religion evidently. 
 
 Lose my temper with a German wehrmacht Medical officer (in uniform) who pretended 
not to notice me in Lubeck.  One of the few instances of insolence one can find—he turned and 
looked into a shop window.  On my bellowing, ‘Achtung you bullet headed Boche bastard’ he 
spun round, saluted and went as white as a sheet and replied ‘my apologies sir’.  Glad he 
understood English. 
 
 We are off on 6 June to HANOVER to take over from the Staffs Yeomanry Recce 
parties.  Go P.M. 4 June.  Have to  
 

141 . 
 

collect some guns from HAMBURG in route, it will be a long day over 150 miles and the guns 
to collect.  Hand over one boat to the Navy at TRAVEMUNDE with regret. 
 
(Newspaper clipping follows)    
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   SUNDAY PICTORIAL 3 JUNE 45 
 
SWINGS AND SMILES IN BELSEN 
 
It will be the ordinary British Soldier who will be remembered in the years to come by the 
women and children who went through the horror and degradation of Belsen—the ordinary 
British soldier who brought them hope again in the midst of despair. 
 A bachelor major who founded and ran a maternity home for them; a gunner captain 
whom the children called “uncle” as they ran to clutch his hand and cling to his coat-tails with 
laughing glad-to-be-happy-again faces; men who made see-saws and cots and found flowers for 
the women whose babies died. 
 They  are men of the 113th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment.  Most of them come from the 
North and Midlands 
 A newborn Russian child was named after one of the officers, the bachelor, Major C. P. 
Sharp of Leicester, who went to Belsen when he was told to prepare a reception area for 15,000 
women. 
 “Uncle” to his 170 orphans of all ages and many nationalities is Captain A. Roach of 
Buxton, Derbyshire, who founded the orphanage.  He made a playground and manufactured cots 
for the babies.        
 
We have been issued m.......pork every day for a fortnight—German stuff.  Also NAA..sausage 
slabs.  Can’t eat this junk—dehydrated potatoes and cabbage too.  Have had nothing to eat but 
bread and cheese and marmalade for 3 days. 
 
 Lay in a good stock of wine—3 dozen Chambertin, 2 dozen Beck, 4 dozen  
 

142. 
 
Leibfraumilch, 1 dozen Cognac, 3 dozen Chateau Bordeaux.  Average price about 4/ a bottle. 
 
6 June—Move to SW of HANOVER 158 miles.  The ruins of HAMBOURG are incredible—this 
was the fifth largest city in the world and now it is no more.  Whole areas as big as Leicester 
with not a single building remaining whole 
acres of heaps of rubble amid skeletons of houses.  Little cleaning up possible even with the 
slave labour to help.  Wrecked cars lie where their occupants left them to go to shelters.  It was 
hot and there was the old dead smell—masses of bodies must still be there.  Called our guns 
from HARBURG and RU on the Autobahn at 1150 off again, I go ahead and arrive RC 1500, go 
round the new job.  Along day 0400—2300 and over 180 miles in a Jeep.  We take over 
responsibility for the area tomorrow. 
 

143. 
 
Take over from Staffs yeomanry (the Sherwood Rangers)—attitude obviously the fighting is 
finished and so are we.  Friendly with Germans for sake of peace and quiet and comfort—seem 
to adopt the attitude that their chief job is to protect the Boche from the Russians and Polish DPs 
in the area.  Swarms of children play happily around their tanks, vehicles and HQs—a very 
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friendly party.  From the word go I am changing all this—it will make an impression no doubt.  
Have an area about half the size of Leicestershire with over 20 DP camps and all the civilians to 
control.  Various important installations to guard—a salt mine, the laboratory of one of the 
worlds leading psychiatrists, a Schnapps factory! etc.  Looting and disturbances are rife I hear.  
Tour all Burgameisters and tell them the new policy, i.e. all 
 

144. 
 
 looting which will interfere with agriculture to be stopped by the British, all Nazis in the area to 
be denounced and rounded up, all assistance required to be given by civilians in the way of 
accommodations, etc.  No trivial complaints will receive any of my sympathy, curfew to be 
rigidly imposed, any treachery or hesitancy in carrying out any orders I may give will be 
considered equivalent to sabotaging our efforts and will be dealt with most severely from the 
very first case.  Seems to have made an impression.  Have patrols going over every road in the 
area 3 times in 24 hours. 
 
 This job is equivalent to the British Commissioner in darkest Africa.  Cases all day and 
night of Rape, assault and theft by the DPs.  Riots between Russians and Poles and the few 
young Germans who have any fight left.  Authorising everything and controlling everything 
 

145. 
 
from clothing to Schnapps.  Nightly catch of curfew-breakers is going down, they realise I mean 
it I hope.  Go around myself with newly painted Jeep and 2 M/C (motorcycle) outriders—No 
Jeeps allowed on the road until all are painted up.  Turnout of all our Troops to be perfect—
impress these swine.  Flying Squad stands by to go to scenes of disturbances.  BHQ (Battery 
headquarters) and ATp (artillery troops) at BENTHE.  BEC troops at GEMRDEN. 
 
 My officer’s mess and offices, batmen quarters—the best house in the place—it really is 
most comfortable and in very good taste for a party member and I let the family and their 
servants (German) stay in the basement and one wing.  Magnificent lounge and conservatory and 
terrace as mess and their dining room.  Rose garden, swimming pool etc.  My bedroom and 
bathroom are very grand, finest bathroom I have seen.  They ask if they can do anything to help 
make us comfortable 
 
 

146. 
 
and I tell them the officer’s servants will let them know all our wants.  They have obviously 
‘doctored’ the atmosphere of the house, selected books for our anteroom etc.  Over my built in 
bed is a picture of a British Man of War fighting the French!  Bowls of roses, clean towels and 
everything spotless in my bedroom each day.  Eggs, cream, ice cream, strawberries and the best 
cuts of meat arrive for the Commandant—I shall eat again after 2 weeks starvation.  They seem 
puzzled by our attitudes of taking everything but ignoring them completely. 
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 Lot of political denunciations--people informing on the SS and SA Men.  Catch two 
today who admit to belonging to SA, one given away by a German who said this man had 
arrested his 60 year old father for being a Social Democrat in 1933 and the other given away by a 
woman in the village who professed to have always hated the SA. 

 
147. 

 
The ex-Burgamaster also has the nerve to return to the village, an ardent Nazi for 10 years.  
Arrest him and find poison phial in his pocket.  Riots by Russians and Poles and stealing from 
the Boche all day long.  They are very like dangerous big children—I have them up, explain I am 
responsible for law and order so that they can quickly be repatriated etc, that I have no sympathy 
for the Boche but that these stupid acts are occupying all my time and energy.  Marshall Stalin 
wouldn’t like it!  Result abject penitence and promises, which they keep (usually) to behave.  
What a job. 
 
 Flying Squad very busy last night, 10 June, riots at BARSINGHASEN and at BENTHE 
DP camps.  Easily quelled. 
 
 Have Abe the crack interpreter from BELSEN sent to me.  He arrived with numerous 
messages from all the women interpreters etc. on our staff at BELSEN—they all want to come!  
Apparently they all cried for a week when we left and the Pioneers who are now looking after 
what are 
 

148. 
 
left are a complete sho....—in fact they are looked upon as the British equivalent of SS Men.  I 
would like to go back myself.  The girls then know where we are now and are cadging lifts to 
visit us—today Jean and Rosa two of John’s reception staff arrived at the officer’s mess at lunch 
time having persuaded an officer at Belsen to give them a lift and to call back for them tomorrow 
morning!  They are thrilled with finding us, the Mess and everything and they want to stay—
hard to explain that the Belsen procedure was rather unorthodox and that we can’t have women 
with us now.  Jean was the reception office clerk, very charming, Czeck half Jewish and speaks 
good English.  I shall have difficulty stopping certain officers and the men from encouraging the 
girls to come.  We fix these two ex-internees up in a nice house and order the Germans to give 
them everything of the best explaining who they are and where they came from.  Rosa is Jewish 
Pole. 
 

149. 
 
We have them both in the officer’s mess for dinner, the first time they have been in a house for a 
meal since they were 16 and 17 years old.  After dinner the conversation inevitably reverts to 
concentration camps and they tell their individual stories.  Rosa was taken with her mother, elder 
sister and young brother; her father had already been taken and was dead.  They stayed together 
in AUSCHWITZ Camp (Poland) until they took away at the selections—those infamous 
performances where some SS man merely said you and you and the picked ones were taken to 
the crematorium—first her little brother (13 years) then her older sister (19 years) and finally her 
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mother.  Her own name was on a list of condemned persons and she described the horror of 
waiting for days for them to come for her—too terrified to weep, just lay in bed and listened or 
stood on parade watching the SS mans mouth waiting from him to pronounce her name.  But she 
was not called.  She had Typhus and recovered.  She described the 5 crematoriums at 
AUSCHWITIZ and how they 
 

150. 
 
used to be used day and night and when one went outside the huts at night the whole sky was red 
with the fire.  The victims were either fetched in lorries and told to strip, going to the fire as 
naked as they were born, or they were sent for a ”bath”, soap and towels and showers and then 
the door was closed and the gas turned on through the showers.  Before this girl left for Belsen 
she described how 4 of the crematoriums were destroyed by the internees to remove evidence 
AUSCHWITZ was a clean camp apparently with no bodies around and no lice, here the 
extermination machinery was sufficient. 
 
 The other girl Jean was a much more sensitive type and had difficulty in telling her tale 
leaving out the horror.  She came from a very happy family and for some time in the camps she 
had a contact with her family.  Her mother was Jewish but she didn’t even know this until the 
Germans came to Czeckoslavkia.  Her house was in the suburbs of Prague 
 

151. 
 
and she heard, as a child of 16, the German firing squads shooting hundreds of Czeck students 
from Prague University.  She was sent to a camp in Estonia where they worked without shoes 
and in rags, she was desperately ill and didn’t eat anything worth speaking for a month—she 
says she can’t understand how she has survived—for 10 days before we came to Belsen she was 
ill and didn’t or drink a spot of water.  She has blonde hair, curls and short still—her head was 
shaven 3 times.  She is going back home hoping to find someone she knows.  Rosa has no one, 
she doesn’t want to go to Poland nor to Palestine, but to stay and work in Germany and marry 
one of my men.  She has the AUSCHWITZ tattoo on her arm and will keep it. 
 
 I hear that Daisy, one of my block leaders is writing a book.  She is about 30 and a very 
intelligent woman.  She was the one who was forced to stand in a cess pit up to her chin because 
the latrines 
 

152. 
 
in the block which she was responsible for was not clean. 
 
 14 June--yesterday was a record day.  No less than 83 political denunciations!  These 
Huns are by nature informers.  They readily give all their pals away—evidence of the rotten 
system under which they have lived.  The worst feature is that we have to use the poor stuff that 
tells later, very few of them are anti-Nazi they merely wish to curry favour and receive our 
protection. 
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 My orderly rooms are a motley affair—the despair of a punctilious Sgt. Major.  Four or 
five shambling Russians or Poles with German witnesses all on the mat.  Interpreters hard at it.  
Exhibits galore—half a cow dripping all over the place, a piglet, a bicycle etc. etc.  
  
 Visit a German barracks and am struck immediately, often a week at a time away from 
such places, with the old familiar German smell.  For the past year we have noticed it in houses, 
barracks, forts, dugouts—anywhere the Huns have lived—the same smell.  Rather like the sweet 
 

153. 
 
musty smell of an empty house but more pungent.  Is it his army clothing or food or his body.  It 
was commented on in the last war and is most noticeable.  I used to think it was just filth—they 
invariably board off half a room to a height of about 1 foot and fill it with straw for a communal 
bed and are of generally dirty habits—but one finds it in clean looking empty rooms too.  They 
French just say “le Sal Boche”. 
 
 The wife of the local salt mine owner’s outburst on being shown the pictures of Belsen.  
She thought she had the last word when she said “we’re sorry, sorry, very sorry, sorry—what do 
you want us to do now?  Told her all her generation of the German nation was damned—nothing 
could excuse them or be done for them, they were hopeless, all they can do is educate their 
children who were young enough not to be tainted with Nazism, in humanity. 
 
 Spend 2 days in HAMBURG at the Atlantic Hotel, very pleasant.  Hand in the guns with 
some regret and have a march past on the autobahn. 
 

153 (again) 
 
 Walking around HAMBURG is an ....experience—miles of ruins here 80,000 people 
were reputed to have been killed in 1 raid, more than all the civilian casualties in England for the 
whole war.  The few shops left have nothing for sale except strings of beads, notepaper, etc.  
Shoes are of cloth and ersatz materials and cost about 6 marks a pair.  Queues 200 yards long for 
newspapers are common. 
 
 Back at HANOVER—inundated with political denunciations, slave workers and German 
informers only too willing to give the Party members away.  Today I unearthed the story of a 
half Jew named PICHET who was shot in this village street the day before the Americans 
arrived.  Rather alarming to find certain people denounced as Nazis—people who own houses 
where we are billeted who cooperate keenly and so on.  The Boche has a ready capacity for 
duplicity. 
 
 Have been asked to lecture on the Social Problem of BELSEN and have accepted but 
don’t know what is entailed. 
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154. 
 
 Having a lot of cases of Russians and Poles found with pistols etc.  Today found dawn off 
Mauser rifles, frightful weapons, under a Russians bed. 
 
 3 Wehrmacht soldiers found with pistols after the warning had been published that the 
death penalty would follow.  Tried by Military Court found guilty and sentenced.  2 appeals 
lodged but C in C confirmed and on 8 June they were beheaded in the German manner.  Have 
posted copies of this order on all Burgamasters notice Boards in my area. 
 
24 June.  Hold memorial services for all the chaps in the regiment who have been killed.  Read 
lesson Chap. 11 of Epistles to the Hebrews.  Padre preaches his sermon about life being the game 
in the arena and all the spectators the dead.  Talks of making England a better place to live in etc.  
What is wanted is a more comprehensive view, beyond the bounds of Great Britain.  Can we in 
conscience build a Jerusalem in England green and pleasant land and leave so much Hell in 
others on the continent, a broader, humanity is required 
 

155. 
 
25 June—One of my men today shot a German girl, serious thing this.  She called him an 
English swine and followed him down the village street taunting him, he turned and fired one 
round with his gun giving her a trivial wound in the thigh.  This is a first step—I now wait for 
one of the men to be bumped off, then I take hostages and so on.  What a fool he was—didn’t 
think to seize her buy the scruff of the neck and put her in Jail.  Now she is the heroine of the 
village—shot by a British Soldier! 
 
 A choice haul of weapons today,  rubber truncheons, bayonets, daggers and chiefly 
whips.  The latter are short handled whips with 6 to 9 leather thongs and were common articles 
in Germany.  They were sold in the German canteens as we sell notepaper and envelopes and 
every German farmer and employer of slave labour had one for his slaves.  One charming type 
today had used his on his wife, she gave evidence against him and showed the weals.  
 

156. 
 
and denounced him as a Nazi concentration camp guard. 
 
 Found a small camp of 7 huts in the woods full of lice; shall burn it down.  I’m itching all 
over after going through the place—purely psychological I hope.  
 
 Disturbing figures regarding VD in Germany contacted by our troops.  Though many 
cases are DPs there must also by a lot contacted from German women, fraternization at night is 
going on.  There’s not a shadow of doubt.  If a soldier wishes to do it he can get away with it—
e.g. give the girl a DP badge or colour and tell her “IF we are seen together remember you told 
me you were Polish”—if they are caught it can’t be disproved even when the girl is proved to be 
German.  Many girls are only too willing to be friendly and the willing ones are also largely the 
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diseased ones.  Some look very pretty.  In the American sector in one week there have been over 
500 cases of VD among the troops reported. 
 
 It is even possible for a soldier to get away with rape.  He can threaten the girl with his 
rifle or 
 

157. 
 
 Sten and order her to do as he says.  Providing she is not bruised and her clothing badly torn etc, 
he can deny it all when she makes her complaint.  I have had one case where the soldier said the 
girl made up to him and he told her he wouldn’t touch a dirty German bitch, so, he claimed, as 
she was furious at being repulsed she made up the story.  She didn’t look the type, was only 16 
½, and said she did as she was ordered as she was terrified of being shot, but it could not be 
proved. 
 
 Investigate complaint by Military Gov. that coal production at the pit at 
BERSINGHAUSEN is falling off.  Supposedly due to the ravages of DPS—miners will not 
leave their homes to go to work.  Get the colliery manager and go through records—the true 
explanation is that the miners are worn out—about 180 absent sick—for the past 5 years they 
have worked a minimum of 30 shifts a month they didn’t get any overtime for Sundays like 
British  workers in war time!  Don’t like the look of this town—reports of party men 

158. 
 
coming back and slack supervision before we came.  Have a spot search and find a 3 ton lorry 
load of small arms etc in a building next to the Burgamasters office!  Arrest the Burgamaster—
he is terrified, for this offence he can be executed.  He refuses to eat in cells, thinks we will 
poison him the  idiot.  I have him on the mat and he says he reported the arms, which were for 
issue to the Volkstum, to the Americans and then forgot about them.  Readily gives us the names 
and addresses of all past and present SS and party men.  Shall wake up this place this afternoon.  
There is also a mysterious American who lived there all the war and is now acting as an 
interpreter to the RAFC, don’t trust him. 
 
 An NSDAP (Nazi Party) tax collector had the cheek to come to this village (BENTHE) 
yesterday to collect funds for the Party—I got the information after he had left but hope to get 
him.  He should lead to big fish. 
 
 An amazing case with 4 BHR men who beat up an old German and smashed his pub 
when drunk 
 

159. 
 
such behavior by an occupying force is the beginning of violence in a big way.  Do not apologise 
of course but all damage paid for and the 4 men thoroughly frightened.  Don’t want to court 
marshal the fools and see them put back a year for release and serve a long stretch after all they 
have done so far in the war proper.  Protecting the men from their own thoughtlessness is a very 
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delicate problem—if they stick their necks out by fraternising or such carrying on as this there is 
a limit to what I can pass over. 
 
 It is quite startling to look through a library or even the weekly and monthly periodicals 
in Germany.  They are full of Nazism, pictures of the Great German Soldier, the Fuhrer etc, etc.  
The German equivalent of the Tattler, Vogue, etc contains pages in every issue glorifying the 
military might of Germany.  To destroy all the Nazi influence in books would mean destroying 
all the books.  How do they really feel now they are defeated—their precious soldiers in uniform 
working as PWs, British officers to salute.  British soldiers everywhere—in their homes telling 
them to do every small thing 
 

160. 
 
destroying all their old national life and methods, punishing them for living as they have lived, 
when they think that if they say they are sorry it is all over.  They face two generations in 
bondage, and more if they are not “cured”. 
 
 Had a magnificent Swoop on BARTINGHAUSEN.  Took 1 Staghound (?), 3 armoured 
cars, 1 broadcast van, 2 staff cars, 4 Jeeps and 6 motorcycles and dashed into the town on a Sat. 
afternoon. 2- 3 ton Black Marias followed and set up in market square.  Burgamaster office 
closed—opened it up, got German police to fetch all staff (had already arrested the Burgamaster 
yesterday), put cordon round, stopped all civilians and vehicles, rounded up the people who had 
been given away by the Burgamaster—the American and 6 prominent Nazis.  Then the fun 
started.  The CO sat in one room and I in another, each with interpreter and a Military Gov. Int 
rank and saw cases for 3 hours.  Had a marvelous source 
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161. 
 
of information in a woman whose husband had been the editor of the Berlin Democratic 
Newspaper and who was arrested the day after the Nazi Party came into power.  She had been 
persecuted ever since.  This town is full of Nazis in the police, carrying on as before we came.  
Quite a revelation.  Fill up the 3 ton and the 15 ....with SS, SA, the worst types of Nazi Party 
men, people with firearms in there houses and people who can’t prove identity and have to send 
for another tractor to get em away.  Frighten scores of people who hand in swords and ancient 
weapons or have left their papers at home.  The broadcasting van tours the streets warning 
everyone to hand in all weapons to the British within 1 hour—penalty for concealment death—
the office is besieged by Germans all anxious to hand them in.  Heap 
 

162. 
 
of swords etc. in front yard.  Many interesting revelations, horrible types of scared ex bullies 
who think they will be interviewed by me in the Gestapo manner.  My interpreter draws a 
contrast –he was interviewed by the Gestapo who “asked” him “you are a Polish spy”.  He said 
no.  The Gestapo officer walked round the table and knocked his front teeth out!  This was in the 
same room as the one I used but this time the interpreter was asking the questions.  One SS man 
denied being so, said he had never, never worn the black SS uniform—after we had taken him 
away his blonde wife came to plead for him with tears and protestations of his innocence, saying 
“he was given the black uniform when we were bombed out” 
 
I thanked her for the information! 
 

163. 
 
Have secured the names of no less than 315 members (men and women) of NSDAP in 
BARSINGMAUSEN.  Also had one prime catch—the SS Mil. Court Judge of the district—a 
duel-scarred type who we picked up at his home cleaning a shot gun and quite unconcerned.  
Clapped him in jail whilst getting case together despite his legal arguments and professed 
confidence in British Justice!  Awful to reflect how much misery and suffering this man has no 
doubt caused in his powerful position. 
 
 Find another arms store in a slag heap.  This looks big and is in the area which we 
searched and cleared as we thought.  It is so easy to hide stuff—one mine in my area has 20 
miles of tunnels any of which could be bricked up and the roof collapsed to look like a dead end. 
 
 2 July – first man leaves for Release—old O’Donovan Agc Sp 7.  TA man with 9 kids—
has put up with bad conditions and the war generally in a way that would have done credit to a 
much younger man.  Give him a party and he passes out in due course—a good time had by all. 
 

164. 
 
Get the Germans working to entertain us—Hanover State Opera—first show really magnificent.  
Must also eventually get normal entertainment going for civilians—cultural activities also must 
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be started again if these people are to appreciate their duties towards the community.  The first 
phase has been to impress upon the German people the completeness of their defeat and to secure 
passive subservience and complete obedience to our Military control.  Once this stage has been 
reached the next thing to my mind is to get the people to become citizens once more but to 
initiate a low standard of 
living throughout Germany.  Gradually the press, radio, publications, etc. which we are now 
running exclusively will have to be run by the Germans under our strict control. 
 

Now proved (and published) that 3000 German women in STUTTGART were rounded 
up, kept in custody and raped by French Black Troops (Senegalese).  I suppose some of our 
bloodthirsty stay-at-home experts will approve of this. 

 
164 (number duplicated) 

 
   Jul 5. Local officials are cooperating pretty well if a heavy hand is used, but with the easing of 
restrictions I can notice a certain amount of arrogance appearing--these people    cannot be 
treated decently.  Certain Burgomasters show dumb insolence in their attitudes.  Medical 
profession who have perforce been given certain privileges are particularly awkward (?) and take 
advantage of their professional status.  The return of PWs to work on the land may lead to 
trouble—they must be worked hard.  I am confident that these people will not react to kindness; 
they consider every act of tolerance and concession a sign of weakness—just as they would if the 
position of conqueror was reversed. 
 
 A lot of rot is already being talked at home in the press about the Germans having no 
choice in their government.  The German people decided to take the Nazi way; just as we 
decided to take the democratic way, back in 1933 and before.  The Nazis were supported by 
other than Nazis—by the army, industrialists, small business men, church, and by politicians of 
the Centre and Right. 
 

165. 
 
They were not put off by the increasing manifestations of what Nazism meant—by tyranny and 
brawls and anti-Semitism.  The nazis came from everyday life in Germany—I have ample proof 
every day—they come from every class, profession and every part of the country.  They 
volunteered to be nazis and they all shared in the spoils.  When for years Germany looted Europe 
and maintained what I can now see was the highest standard of living in Europe, they all shared 
willingly in it. 
 
 Again people foolishly say it wasn’t possible to resist—it was.  There                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
were 5660 political prisoners in DACHAU alone.  The trick (?) is the German is a natural 
follower of the state—he is passive and does as he is ordered to do with pleasure.  Now wonder 
in the end Himmler and the Nazis felt as though they could do exactly as they pleased. 
 
 Everyone I confront with pictures of BELSEN etc says he or she  
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166. 
 
“didn’t know”.  In many cases this is true but they are almost as guilty because of their passive 
point of view.  They all saw and knew about increasing racial and religious intolerance no matter 
where they lived or what they did in Germany. 
 
 9 Jul—Witness partial eclipse of the sun at 1600 hours today.  Hear that compulsory 
shows of camp films to civilians is meeting with mixed results—people are horrified, stare 
without looking or even laugh. 
 
 A man denounced his son today.  He was an old man and he brought with him his 
grandson—a little boy about 6 whose back and behind were black and blue from a beating by his 
Nazi father.  There is a streak of brutality in these people—yesterday I saw a man cuffing and 
slapping his son as savagely as though he were fighting a man his own size. 
 
 Picked up a beauty today.  He held a meeting of the Party only 8 days after the 
Americans came to his village and has boasted openly that the Germans haven’t  
 

167. 
 
lost this war and that as soon as the British occupation troops thin out they will stand up again, 
that plans are already being made etc.  He will lead to some big fish I hope. 
 
 We still meet with the routine answer when we remind the Germans of Belsen etc.  ”How 
can we be held responsible for horrors of which we had no conception?”  The answer is that 
Atrocity Guilt like War Guilt is not the monopoly of a few.  In a less degree the rest of the word 
as well is guilty—only the inmates of the Concentration Camp are innocent, if today we wish to 
avoid hearing about them it is because it is unpleasant and because we have guilty consciences.  
Everyone should hear about them and know it facts; only then can the enormity of the crime be 
appreciated and only then can there by any hope of it never being repeated in the history of 
mankind. 
 
 The fact of German aggression and war guilt has been so  
 

168. 
 
obvious to us that we have always taken it for granted that the rest of the world, including 
German, admitted it too.  It is something of a shock to us therefore to find the Germans have 
little or not sense of war guilt—this is of course because of the skillful Nazi propaganda 
machine, control of the Press etc.  it is the same exactly with atrocity guilt and it is much more 
difficult to change the state of mind of the ordinary man and woman of Germany than to purge 
the country of the high ups who were primarily responsible. 
 
 Just done two Courts Martial—awful sweat, read up cases for 4 nights.  One was 2 
charges of desertion in the face of the enemy and 2 charges of AWOL and the other 2 charges of 
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desertion in the face of the enemy.  Gave them 5 and 3 year P.S.  I’m sure I was right but it does 
seem odd sending British soldiers to goal when so many Germans who deserve it won’t get it. 
 

169. 
 
Typical welfare problem-- Div Mech Henderson.  Had seen him about strange dates of wife’s 
application for pre-natal ---but he was sure she had made a mistake in the dates.  He had last 
been on leave in January.  Yesterday he returned from his second leave to find his wife with a 
baby—a British officer was the father, now in India, wife and younger sister been having the 
fashionable good time.  Henderson shattered, had sent money for pram, clothes etc.  Has 3 kids 
already.  His father dying, wife all tears and contrition.  He didn’t do anything drastic, as he put 
it, but came back from leave on time to see me about it, was to divorce her?  Advised him not to 
do so—children.  One mistake, bad luck—a mess anyway. 
 
 Do the first of the Belsen lectures in Europe Cinema Hanover.  Over 1000 soldiers and a 
few---and BRC girls.  Show goes well, epidiascope (a kind of slide projector) works and house 
lighting etc.  An hour’s lecture includes 2 ten minutes shows of pictures—have to cut my notes 
considerably to get it done in time. 
 

170. 
 
Dissolution of the German Army (over 2,000,000) in the British zone is going smoothly.  
Tremendous task (1) Concentration of the various groups from Germany, Denmark, Holland into 
concentrated areas in positions on N. Sea Coast and Baltic largely done by German Commanders 
under our orders (2) Sorting out Nazis and trades etc (3) Disbanding all commands and HQs so 
that nothing is left of the German Army but individual soldiers. (4) Disbanding and turning over 
PWs to agriculture (‘Barley corns’), mines, industry etc.  Many of the senior officers still think 
they will be indispensable to us and will continue to be employed—just can’t imagine 
themselves NOT in some authority.  The Junior officers are perhaps more dangerous—they have 
tasted authority and are loath to give it up for civilian life—to them the war is not lost but only 
‘stopped’.  Female ancillaries also a most fanatical Nazi and Military section.  Older men  
 

171. 
 
particularly ORs are disillusioned and wish to sort out their family existence, which has been 
broken up to an unbelievable degree—evacuations, bombings, bad mail service, etc. etc. 
 
 A few of the rumours I have heard, all coming from German Officers: 
 

1) we are digging in MECKLENBURG a defense line against Russians 
 

2)  A Russo-Japanese alliance is being formed against us and America 
 
2) we are reforming and arming the Wehrmacht to fight Russia 

 
It is not easy for Germans to even think idly about anything but war. 
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 The Miltelwerk V2 assembly Plant in the Hartz near NORDHAUSEN.  Largest 
underground plant in world.  Two parallel tunnels 1 ½ miles long connected by forty six cross 
tunnels 300 yards long.  900 V2s a month.  ----employment of 9000 slave workers in building  
and later. 
 

172. 
 
2nd Army Group Interim Int Reviews 
very interesting these days.  Example:  today there was a complete reproduction of Himmler’s 
orders on occupation policy to his right hand man Kaltenbrunners (?), head of the Security 
Police.  Well knowing the terrible evidence of concentration camps it is when one reads such 
confidential letters as these that a new and increasing horror appalls the mind.  The physical 
dreadfulness strikes the senses and emotions but the spiritual corruption revealed in these letters, 
the blatant un-morality behind them impresses one even more as one reflects.  Everything , not 
only people and wars, but religion and morals, were sacrificed to meet the German aims.  
Perhaps this explains the great void left in the country now that it has collapsed. 
 

173. 
 
 Germans now showing certain obstructive tendencies.  Example:  leaving hay carts and 
lorries the middle of the road to impede our transport.  Publish Battery orders—all patrols and 
road users will ditch such vehicles.  I’m certain an atmosphere of disrespect is springing up 
against us—this is understandable—no Hun worth his salt would want to faternise or eat humble 
pie—but I am determined no single act of disrespect will be allowed to pass. 
 
3 August.  Incidence of VD is mounting alarmingly.  In the Regiment it is 4 times as great as at 
any time when we were fighting.  Awful tragedies every time—married men who have served 
loyally for 6 years finish the war with syphilis.  This damnable fraternising.  Do all possible—
talks, film, est (?) PAC’s at all troops, trace the women whenever possible and arrest them—
Germans deal with them as unregistered prostitutes but I don’t think they are very severe— 
 

174. 
 
This is exactly what they hoped would happen.  1000 British soldiers a week being treated at 2nd 
Brigade General Hospital. 
 
 Now have orders to shoot to kill DPs in their disturbances.  This persistent lawlessness by 
DPs is a problem.  Soon Germans will band together for protection and the clashes will then be 
serious.  More German men back home now—released PWs—who will fight these Poles etc. 
 
 This fatuous Army Ed--Scheme is blundering on.  How can one educate or train men for 
civilian life and carry on with occupational duties, infantry training, short and UK leave spent 
etc, etc.  Only solution would be to give each man the last 2 months in the army at a Tech 
School. 
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 Have to write a testimonial for every man—nice little job. 
 
Lectures going well.  One at BUXTENUDE last Mon. and one to 2nd Brigade General Hospital 
this weekend. 
 

175. 
 
See the extracts from Hitler’s and the German High Command directives for the invasion of the 
United Kingdom.  Very interesting indeed—the invasion was given the code name SEELOWE 
(Sea lion) and the extracts cover the period 2 Jul 40 to 22 Oct 40.  After confident preparations, 
hesitancy is apparent even in August, then timidity creeps in the directives after September and 
the Battle of Britain period.  Finally postponed for the year and a plan of deception is ordered to 
keep us on our toes—how well I remember how it worked on us then. 
 
 The friendliness of the troops and their misguided good manners is driving me crazy.  
Noticed several instances lately where our men have made way for German males on footpaths 
etc.  Publish orders pointing out that such behaviour is misunderstood by the Germans who 
invariably consider it a sign of weakness and a small personal triumph for themselves.  All ranks 
will insist on German males standing aside or stepping into the road. If they don’t do 
 

176. 
  
it with good grace I shall have them in cells for a night to teach them that they have at last been 
thoroughly and hopelessly beaten. 
 
 Very disappointing the slack behaviour of many units—including officers.  I put a cafe, 
which was nothing but a dangerous brothel, out of bounds to the Battery and have been having 
regular raids on it arresting civilian woman curfew breakers.  Last night we found a party of 20 
British officers there having a riotous orgy with 20 German girls, the party scheduled to go on 
until 0100 hours though curfew is 2230.  Report the whole disgraceful mob, mostly Pioneer 
Corps and such rabble.  The senior officer a Major QM.  I also had pleasure in telling them that 
we had traced and arrested a waitress from the cafe who was syphilitic, only two days ago. 
 
 Only the lowest types of Boche are fraternising at present any way.  They are saying that 
our ordinary troops (who will be friendly) are the only decent English.  The ‘officer-caste’ as 
they 
 

177. 
 
call us, are stiff necked and arrogant.  The usual story—the unthinking ordinary people are 
making up their “minds”, like the Recent General Election! 
 V.J. Day celebration—holidays for troops a damn nuisance, lie on their backs for days 
and never recover.  See some cranky parson at St. Albans has refused to have VJ Thanksgiving 
service because we used atom bombs on the Japs.  I suppose he would have preferred (as he lives 
at St. Albans) to have had the Americans and ourselves sacrifice over a million lives taking 
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Japan by more gentlemanly methods.  Does he think the Germans or Japs would have refrained 
from using it if they had discovered it in the cause of humanity? 
 
 Now we have at last come safely through this war, and embark on an era of peace in the 
hands of a Socialist Government.  Surely this is no time to be frightened of the future yet I can’t 
help but feel depressed at the prospect. 
 
18 August 45 
 
 

APPENDIX 
 

Jan. 45 - AGIMONT.  Chateau on a hilltop on France-Belgian border.  Home of  the 
Comte de Paris.  G---in France. 

 
19 Jan 45 -  RUMMEN.  N of ST. TROND.  One night only.  Casino and billets.          Pro-

allies old ladies. 
 
20 Jan 45 -  MAESEYCK.  School.  .... also in infants school next door 
 
4 Feb 45 -  WEERT.  Billets by the canal basin 
 
? March 45 -  VENRAY.  DHQ in Hotel De Zwaan in Market Place. Officers Mess in house. 
 
19 March 45 -  KLEIN KEVELAER.  RHQ Villas Blumen....Also farm app...German civilians in 

occupation 
 
25 March 45 -  Farms on edge of NOTHWALD forest.  Officers in trucks.  Sleep in tent.  Mess 

in farms. 
 
27 March 45 - BLISICH on E Bank of RHINE.  The Burgamaster’s house, sleep and offices 

inside again. 
 
1 Apr 45 -  VISSEL – Pontoon bridge over RHINE (368 Battery as OC) 2 ruined houses at 

BHQ and Bty officers Mess. 
 
8 Apr 45  -  REES – Bridges over RHINE.  Ruined farms – in tents and shacks. 
 
11 Apr 45 -  BISLICH – back to old RHQ as 368 RHQ 
 
16 Apr 45 - HALDERN – harbour – r farms for cookhouses etc.   All under canvas in field 
 
17 Apr 45 -  HAAAREN (NE of OSNABRUCK).  Bivouac for a few hours after 100 miles on 

road. 
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18 Apr 45 -  WINSEN (NE of CELLE, N of HANOVER) RC in Winsen, BHQ in ruined school, 
2 Tps in Cafe and 1 in houses.  Night only after another 130 miles. 

 
19 Apr 45 - NALLE – Belsen Concentration Camp. 
 
23 Apr 45 -  BELSEN Camp (Move in BHQ a job)  Arms dump.  Commandant’s house and 

office block. 
 
24 May 45 -  Stage one night at MARBURG (HAMBURG) in old German Bus.  Self in old 

bombed 105 mm AA Site Ger Dempsey’s address  
 
25 May 45 -  N of LUBECK near Baltic Coast under canvas by autobahn.  Rest period. 
 
6 June 45 -  HANOVER – BENTHE (SW) take over area SW of the city.  BHQ & ATp.   BHQ 

village School.  Officer’ Mess behind house & swimming pool.  B of C Tps 
GEVARDEN.  

 
 

100 Units Nat Saving ....Seventh Issue No. FG577498  24 Oct 42 
 
100 Units Nat Savings ..., Seventh Issue  No. EE408720   14 Feb 41 
   
   ______________ 
 
£100 paid up share in Leicester Permanent Building Soc (approx £115) 
 

    ______________ 
 
Credit Bal National Provincial Bank 
Granby St. Leicester at May 45 
 

£ (amount crossed out)  (.... a/c) 
£ (amount crossed out) 
£1,106 at 31 Jul. 
   ______________ 
 
Gratuity and Release Leave Pay if Released Nov 45: 
 

(a) Gratuity 
63 months as Major =   126 
11 months as Cpl     =       __6 
     132 
 

(b) Leave with Pay 
56 days plus 17 days 
one years pay     =73 days 
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 at 28/6 a day    =104 
      

        ______ 
        £236 
        ===== 
 
Plus  
 War Service Increment    £ 15 
 
        £251 
        ==== 
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